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EDITORIAL

SDS Ill Of Non-Leadership
The non-recognized USF Students For A
Democratic Society (SDS) may yet wind up
today in non-activity. If they have demonstrated since Monday, it is only by accident
that they have pulled together sufficiently
even to show themselves.
It doesn't surprise us. It was t~be expected
given the caliber of leadership it has at the
moment, and also to some extent to the newness of the locai organization itself.
But what SDS needs, and needs badly, is
leadership. Ben Brown, the former Chief Jus:
tice of the Student Association, is acknowledged as the real leader of the local SDS, but
Brown is busy working for Eugene McCarthy
this summer and isn't available to the locals.
_ BROWN, WHEN HE returns, will probably
be able to cement the USF-SDS together into
at least a recognizable group. And, if he wants
the group to survive after he leaves it, we
hope tha! he ,t rains some leaders who can at
least articul~te accurately what SDS stands
for, and how it intends to go about achieving
its gQals.
,
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A -Case. Of Wysteria
bound to make anything blossom into fnll
flower, be it flowers, campuses, or pretty
girls.

It's a colorfnl pictnre; Zana Clay, the Chemistry Building, and nature's finest landscaping. And the wa.rm Florida sn~er days a.re

Frasca D·elv-es Into Quite
A Rotten 'Mulberry Tree'
...

University O f South _Florida, Tampa

By BOB CLARK
Sta.ff Writer
John Frasca looks
like a \
.
typicaJ well-dressed business, man; says that he is not a
r
eop; and . is .a htimanitarfan. ;\
- ·: 'f he Tampa ,Tribui-i~ co1umn- ·~
ist, who has based a book on
his fight for an innocent
man's freedom, spoke at the
Meet the Author series last
Friday. He descrihed the
steps he took to free· Rober t
Lamar Watson from prison
after Wa~ on had beeri cons
victed of two robberies in
Mulberry.
FRASCA'S reference to not
Frasc~t :Sp~aks At Meet The' :•i ut.hor
being a cop ,was his way of
.
.
. ' .•
.
.
saying that he did not explor~
. The-.Tampa lawyer, Manuel Originally 1he grief · of the
the facts of the ·case as a poGarcia;
· came to the rescue. Wat;son family · had. tern . at
liceman would. Frasca . became Robert Watson. H~ with the funds. · Again; The him . No,v there were- three
drove over the same route Tribune writer's
. . · story stayed families invelv,ed· 'a nd ·it -bothered him even ·more,
that Watson did the night of alive.
the alleged crimes. · __
· In . ''The Mulberr:y . ·TFee,"
. TH R OU G n· ··.exhaustive Frasca
details all . the :inciFRASCA'S biggest .problem
worl~; Glark $lt!ile, the p~ivate, dents: of the'. ··c ase. ;.He does
was keepin•g the story aJive. It
ilete<;:tive · tha t Frasca man~
seemed as though each, tirhe ~ged J o g~t -on the °c:a·s e,' fo(Jnd' however change the nam·es: of
a!T guilty parties 'in tlie , interthings s tarted to bog, .therethe guilty . p·a rties. It was. at
est of their families ..
would be a new fact to keep ·
this .. time t~at · Frasca· had
the story fresh . .
,m isgivilJgs, He was _ happy · J ohn Frasca ·has won. the ·
Dur ing Frasca 's investiga·that Durden, ·the actual hold- P ulitzer Prize an& ·several
tion . the . biggest blow came
other awards for }iis__,;.writing, ·
up·man; had confess~d. ·.
when Watson ran out of
but .his writing~ ne\;ersq immoney. He nee<led · funds t o
. Wtfen: _the --m an started to . portant that he forgeti;; ;about
appeal his case. He choose not implicate others , who were on· people - their _way§ and' emoto appeal r ather than p~t his- the.. : Mulberry · p·olice for ce, t ions, those very th_ings tha t
family '.in debt.
·
Frasca had second thoughts . . make people nEi\vs. ~--· ·
'
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Allen Takes 'Hard Line'
On USF Violent Protest
By STUART THAYER
Editor

.

..

As it stands now, the USF-SDS stands for
The SDS leade1·ship doesn't have the sense
nothing, can achieve nothing, and can be ex- to realize this . . It has no idea what extrapected to win few sympathizers with the cur- governmental pressure can accomplish, how
rent incompetent leadership it now ha$. It has to go about it, what it can do in conjunction
no goals, has no planned mea~ other than with student government.
simple trouble-making, and has rio articulaWe have much more hope that Ben Brown
tion other than simple sloganeering.
will be able to pull SDS together into a coheAn effective gTOup has _a n intelligible goal , sive whole. If the rumors that are- circulating
advocated means, and coherent ends. When about Brown's candidacy for the SA presidenan_ effective_group demonstrates, i_t is for a' cy next winter's come 1true, Brown's leadership '
grievance with a proposal for a solut10n.
could very well make student government the
·The USF-SDS has not stated any intelligi~ most effective yet.
ble _grieva1:ces t~ward 1_any group _in_ pub~ic.
OUR SUPPORT OR opposition in that el.e cObviously, it does not hke the admm1stration tion to a Brown candidacy may very well denor anyone who agrees with any por tions of its ·pend on his stand on violence which we feel he
policy. the administration can do no right. and all other candidates , must renounce. As·
TmS IS ABSURD. The aqministration has for admitting SDS its~lf, it should be officially
done some right things in the past, and by all recognized 'if it formally renounces violence,
indications, can be expected to do so again. Its ·as any other organization should do before
biggest trouble now seems to be paternalism , recognition.
.but this seems to be more of a feeling than a
But we have absolutely no hope for the
reality. The gripe SOS has against the admin- present organization. SDS, to be worth anyistr ation is what the ·1atter can do, and not thing, will have to cure itself of a severe case
what it has done.
of non-leadership.

Pres. John S. Allen took a
" hard line" on violent protest
at USF last week by promi~mg to use outside police fore. es if necessary to restore
campus order .
The position was stated in
University Policy Statement
No. 67, dated last Friday, issu~d in re~ponse to a possible
i1(,1sy 'dertjerrstrativn b_y ·the
USF Students for a Democratic Society (SDS). ,

ALLEN SAID "any assembly_ that interferes with the
orderly operation of the University will be requested to
disband by the president, vice
president for academic affairs, vice president for student affairs, vice president
for administrative affairs, assistant -dean for university
planning a nd operation, the
chief of campus security, or
other University administrative office rs."
"Non-compliance," A 11 e n
said, "will be caµse for the
president or his representative to notify appropriate law
enforcement a gencies and request their assistance in reestablishing order.
"Students refusing to comply will be s ubject to the
usual penalties for violation ·of
University r egulations and applicable statutes."
ALLEN SAID "non-students
wiH be liable for prosecution
for trespass-.,'
He specifically defined what

kind of protest was acceptable: "Peaceful protest tliat
does not take place within a
building, patio, passageway,

or that does not block a ny
walk, passageway, roadway,
or doorway, or occupy· any office, . classroom, building, or

other University faci lity, and
that does not result in violence, is within the law."
The SDS demonstration,

originally_scheduled for today,
still was not a certainty on
Monday. SDS Pres. Ray
(Please See ALLEN, Page 2)

SDS DemOnstration Postponed
Until October, Hooks Says
By DAVID CHATHAM
Staff Writer
The demonstration scheduled for today by the Students
for a Democr atic Society
(SDS) in the Administration
Mall has been postponed until
October, according to SDS
Pres. Harold Hooks, when
more students will be attending school.
The local SDS applied for
official status over a month
ago. The organization was
r ecommended then for recognition by the Student Affairs
Committee with only one disseniing vote, but r ecognition
was denied by President John
S. Allen and Vice President
Herbert Wunderlich.

WUNDER.LICH said SDS
was rejected because it lacks
clear objectives and is affiliated, through name, with the
National SDS, which has been
responsible for many campus
disturbances throughout the
nation.

Hooks said he will appeal to
the Board of Regents in August and, if necessary, will
appeal to the Board of E ducation! and the Federal Courts.
He said the local SDS is not
and will not be affilia(ed
with the National SDS. "We
were going to change the ·
name, but the University
made an issue out of it ; so we
decided to keep it. We (the
local and National SDS) · have
basically the same goals, but
our methods are different.
You can't hold a gun to, a
man's head and say 'Be
free.'
"We reject Wunderlich's requirement that our philosophy
meet the University's," Hooks
said. "We refuse to have our
thoughts and ideas monitored
by anyone. The time of the
thought crime is not until
1984. He's jumped the gun. "
Hooks said he has received
support for the fall demonstration from about 15 profes-

sors, and three of them will
speak over .a public a ddr ess
system on " Human Freedom"
somewhere close to the Administration Building.
Dean of Men Charles H.
Wildy, heading Student Affairs while Wunderlich is on
vacation, said, "As long as it
will be peaceful, pertain only
to s tudents, and fol1ow the criteria of Pres. Allen's policy
statement on demonstrations,
it will probably be permissable."
Besides the fall demonstration, Hooks said he planned to
establish a "free press" at
USF to "combat the establishm ent-oriented Oracle.''
He is starting a " free
press" with his own money,
he said, because The Oracle
has rejected our advertisement (to announce the demonstration today), it is a nothing
paper - a toy - and never
criticizes the A~inistration.
It follows instead of leads

with reform."
Pat Hill, advertisi-ng manager for The Oracle, sa id :
"As do -all newspapers ln
this country, The Oracle has
conditions for advertising as
stated in the first sentence of
the advertising contract, 'The
Oracle reserves the right to
a ccept or reject any advertising. '
"When presented with the
SDS advertisement naming
the site of the meeting as the
Administration Mall , it was
decided that The Oracle could
not accept money for t he placing of a dvertising which
might have resulted in public
disorder or possible violence.
" On further disc ussion with
the SDS leadership, it was discovered tha t a direct confron-tation with the USF Administration and possibly Security
Forces was, a key fac tor in
planning the location. For
these reasons, we rejected the
advertisement. ''

Nikolais: Man Of Many Facets
.

'

.

.

.

By PHILIP RUNNEL$ . .
. News Edit-Or
Alwin Nikolais bears -a
strong ·r esembla nce to Bert
Lahr. His hair line, long a go
r eceded, lengthly c h e e k s ,
thick nose, sweeping thick;
white hair . and corpulent,
water blue eyes bring flashes
of the late actor t o mind_.
Alwin Nikolais bears a
strong resembla nce to Phil
Silvers. His gestures, stance;
abrupt . personal . reactions,
and most strongly, his command voice, seem· to paraUel
those of Sergeant Bilko.
The rem a ining · facets . of
Alwin Nikolais are so singularly creative and invididual that
he has established himself as
one of the top innovators in
the field of dance today.
DANCE MA,GAZINE says of
Nikola is : "Teacher , choreogr apher, musician of color ,
light and sound. He has c reated an exuber ant kinetic theatre form and the skilled dancers bring it to life."
The man behind this praise is
s urprisingly cool. "Nik," as
he,s known by his cast, seems
to have arrived a t the perfect
director-cast relationship. The
11 member company is presently in rehearsal in the Thea-

J

.

tre ·fon~ .premiere, dance pro~
presented July' 5, 6
a nd 7." Well along: in rehears,
al, .. he gives . diE.ection . only
'when someone · cin the -stage
tloesn't pick up an;_ idea. or
cu~. He al~o gives them Larks
and Tums. when · they dori't
/pick up t heir own.
·
Decked in · a blue jump suit,
socks and sandals, he began
to · tall< about his ear ly life.
AS A YOUNGSTER . of

gram t0 °be

Russian-Germ~ parentage i'n
Con~ecticut;'-~Ef ,W~~ k~nlf interested· •:41::'~~ -·-_o f-~ th.e .-1lrt.s
, . . -any kind-. .iU_fuougl{ in. my
Jown, . there . waS:- not a- thing
that . resembled .. tlie_-arts.,-, He
~kipped 'a -grade. 'ii/ .sciht>ol arid
got out early. He , ·b.egari .his
arts . career. by . a~companying
silent movies ·on an organ. ·
He fe"els this early ·exp0sili:~
to movies helped to develop ·
his dance style . a_s, it . exists

today. "The cinema gave me
a great sense of sound to action, as most of the time you
had to improvise . . . I be<; a m e sort of an 'improv'
champion," he added with a
laugh.
Automation ran him out of
job as the "talkies" came
along. Ironically, he then
went to work for a dance studio, playing for the dancers.
"The whole anchorage of an

a

·•September JO Confirmed ·Starting Date
The University Execut.ive
Comm ittee formally approved
a beginning day for classes
next fall for Sept. 30 in a
me eting last week.
\.
The - new date is a change
from the original of Sept. 16.
The change came after t he
State: Board of Regents asked
the Univer sity to write a calendar more closely following
those at the University of F1orida and F lorida State Unive rsity.
THE LATER star ting .time
will adt;l two weeks to a n
otherwise sho1'1: break t,e.
tween Quarters IV and I.

Quarter IV ends Aug. 25:
Fall registration will' be
Sept. 25, 26, and . 27 in the
Gym according to James E.
Lucas, a ssistant registrar.
Decem her 13 is to be the
last day of the fall term with
no time period specifically set
aside for firial examinations.
F ina ls will be during the r eguiar 10-week term.
THE NEW calendar now
goes to the Regents where it
, is expected to be approved in
· its n;eeting in P ensacola J uly
8.
Ne w and transfer student
orientation is scheduled now
for Sunday, Sept. 22 through

Friday, Sept. 27 with the Honors Convention set for Sunday
afternoon.
J une Commencement exer cises , ar e scheduled for June
13 in the evening.
FOR QUARTER II, registra tion is J an. 2 and 3 with
classes res uming Jan. 6.
Quar ter II classes end March
20.
For Quarter III, registration
is March 31 only, with classes
beginning April 1 and ending
J une 12.
_
For Quarter N , registration
is June 16, first day of classes
is June 17, and last day o!
classes is Aug. 29.

a udio-visua l thing" is found
strongly in his work today.

NIKOLAIS FLIPPED an
inch-long ash into the ash tray
and surveyed the progress on
stage. He seemed to be able
to concentrate equally on conversation, choosing his words
carefully, and on the action
occurring on the stage.
He began to talk about his
upcoming performance at
USF. "We're doing three pieces. The first is a revivial of
the third act of The Va udeville of the E lements titled
The Tower. This was originally commissioned by the Walker Art Foundation in Minneapolis about two years ago.
"The second number is
Somniloquy. It was originally
shown in the Guggenheim Museum and was commissioned
by- the Contemporary Music
Society."
THE THIB-D piece is commissioned by USF and is
cal1ed Tent. It utilizes a lar ge
parachute-like cloth and is defined by Nik as "abstract."
Although 12 light-slide projectors will be used in Somniloquy a nd Tent. he refused to
label the eye bending slides as

(Plea~e See Freud, Page 2)

. .

I

Two For The Seesaw
Pam Dameron (as Gillet Mosca) and Don
Mo~•er (as J erry Ryan) prepare for t.heir
opening in William Gibson's "Two For , The
Seesaw" Friday at 8:30 p.m. in the upstairs
s tudy lounge of Argos complex. The free production will also be preeeuted Saturday eve-

ning a.t 8:30 and Sunday afternoon at 2:30.
Director Jill J_ohnson said, " 'Seeeaw' i8
basically a lorn story set in New York. It's
earthy, warm, runny, and delivers quit.e a
punch when you least eA-pect- it."

,
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'FreUd Was Put In ·The Shadows, Nik Says·
(Continued from Page I)
psychedelic. "It all depends
on what your definiton of psychedelic is," he noted correctly. '
His interests and trademark
lie in abstract and total
-theatre. He defined total theatre: "Total theatre - visual
things are integrated parts of
the piece rather than the
I decor. Sound is used more in
terms of a sentient contributor than merely something to
be danced to. · All elements
have equal importance except
the dancer, of course, who is
a generator for the event." ·

.

.

~

IDS "GENERATORS" are
beautiful people. Whether in
sincere rehearsal or walking
to the seats for a towel, they
move with rhythm and purpose, but never with ostentation.
Nik's two lead dancers,
Murray Louis, who has a
dance company of his own,
and Phyllis Lamhut, have
been with him for about 18
years. All but two of his company have been with him for
at least three to four years.
Contrary to popular layman
belief, all ' dance removed
from ballet is not "modern"

.

dance. Alwin, as Nikolais is space-and time, putting Freud
also called by the cast, said, . in the shadows. The art
"modern dance is all but de- changed. It has gone .into .abfunct. .
stract space-time ccinsider_a"GRAHAM (MARTHA) was- tion."
the ·'high priestess of it, and
He illuminated the concept"
she's the only one still going · of Freud' going into the sbadstrong. Her time was the time · ows. ' 1Today the male is the
of the actor · - dancer and dominate dancer because he
dance-drama. And. God, Gra- has more comprehension of
ham is as great an actor as his body in space and time.
she is.a dancer." .
Graham was in a female domAlwin bent ov~r to get an- inated era. She v./as '· aware of
other cigarette and mention to sex, flesh and their possibility
Murray the '_fent should be on stage. She uncovered many
lowered more ' slowly. "But," of the hitherto undiscovered
he picked \JP, "the space age areas of sexual expression:"
brought · ne\v concepts of
HE CONTINUED, apparent-

ly wrapped up in his
subject. "I've been accused of
dehumanization.. And yet my
dancers· wear only tights most
of the time . . . and the body is
obviously sexual." I:Ie indicated
nudity was sometimes implied
strongly on his stage. "But it
is . balanced by the postFreudian iniage·of the lack of
sexual meaning in the dance.
"There was a time when
you brought a piece of rope on
the stage and_it was naturally
an umbilical cord, and not a
rope. They wouldn't accept a
rope or a piece of string ror
what it was - a rope or a

Al /en Bans Violence
In Campus Protests
.

(Continued from Page 1)
Hooks said he may have his
group demonstrate today, or
not at all. Last Monday was
also considered a possibility,
he said.

HOOKS ,SAID he would
meet with SOS members in
the open-air but enclosed mall
of the Administration building
in protest to the rejection of
an SDS petition for recogniti_on by the University last
month.
He said, " We will have
meetings anyway. :Most of
them will be in the mall inside the Administration Building with me, the president,
speaking 10 feet · away from
John Allen's office."
P res. Allen'$ office is on the
second floor of the building,
above the mall. Allen's policy
statement would ·ban from the
building the kind of -meeting
Hooks had planned.
HOOKS CONTENDED that
the University denied SOS
recognition "on the. basis of
the rankest kind of guilt by
association."
The Student Affairs Committee, consisting of faculty,

.

The Parents Teachers Association held a three day conference here last week. Using
the theme , The PTA Image:
Concern For -. All Children,
newly elected officers and
chairmen gained helpful information for their new positions.
Approximately 700 parents
attended the various lectures
and classes offered.

BEGINNING EACH day, a
General Assembly was held in
which topics like Creating the
PTA image were presented.
Classes and instruction for
the officers and chairmen
showed them how to carry out
their positions to the best of
their ability.
Last Wednesday night they
presented special interest
group discussions. Among the
topics discussed were; Can
PTA develop leadership and

Sigma Xi • Starts Here,
New Officers Elected .

gust 1969." There is a complaint that the public hasn't
accepted the dance and -i t
must live on s ubsidies.
"The public is accep_ting th_!!
dance more and more, but no
art can exist v,:ithout subsidy.
I create my own music and do
my own designing, and this
alone saves me thousands of
dollars," Nik said.
Deciding he was needed ori
stage, hi:!-excused himself a'nd
began correctir]g a sequence.
"Now, flop on yoµr back ". just go ploosh. Now, sit up
from your waist as if someone
were rising from a coffin."

•

.

I

"There's a neat way you can lar dive - into - it - with • theshoot the seeds by squeezing teeth method. · '
·
them through your thumb and Some students were not
index finger." Soon a seed was served. The melons were gone
propelled towards another table. by 7 :30 p.m. and the dining
"You can use your fork, but this room was quickly restored to
takes real talent."
normal within the hour.
Soon everybody - in the area However, another watermelon
was catching on and a water- party is planned _by Argos ·pool
melon seed. fight ensued. The in• sometime later this summer.
cident was minor as everyone .
settled down to enjoy this summer's first free; watermelon
party.
Morrison employes1 wlelding
huge knives, served 30 watermelons to over 300 . students,
more than· the. 250 anticipated.
Students quickly filled the UniWhen you graduate how
versity Center shortly after 7 competent will you be in so' p.m. Sunday night. They soon cial studies, humanities, and
sowed the floor with the peren- natural sciences? The Gradunial watermelon seeds that ate Records Examinations
missed the plate. Some students (GRE) are designed· to meafled with their melons to the sure this.
snack shop patio.
All students -in the College
Most of the student started
of
Liberal Arts are required
eating with the forks provided,
to
take
the GRE, but there is
but later switch!¢ to the popuno specific score they must
,,
attain.
The area tests cover the
s tudents knowledge in the
field of liberal arts. It tests
/
the students grasp of basic
concepts and his apility to
apply this knowledge.
. In the advanced tests_, att ainment in 22 different fields
of study is measured. It will
DELEGATES
HELD
social
test the student's achievement
delegates that they should get
events,
such
'
a
s
Square
Dance
a nd ability to work · in his
involved because "needs are
and Talent Night in Andros major fi_eld of _~oncentratio?·
not being met." · ·
. The -central · Florida ana 1Q9, during the c_onfef(lnC~. _ . The ~ d tesf ~m ~ e GRE 1s
Georgia delegates attended The talent' show was · \held the aptitude test. As the name
·
implies, it tests the· student's
lectures, movies, informal June 25.
general
scholastic abiilty.•
"bull sessions," workshops - Throughout the ·conference,
The
next
GRE will be ·given
delegates
heard· ~peakers a_nd
and seminars during their
four day stay at USF. Both lecturers from the commumty on July 24 and 27 in Physics
·
races were represented at the as well as from the confer- 141 and 122.
ence's faculty and staff.
conference.
Goals of this conference
MANTHEI SAID, after were to · understand_ people,
his opening speech, that work successfully with differthe· "racial integration would ent groups, get: to know the
not ha\le been at a confereni;:e community better, and develfive years ago.
. op skills to further a volunThe Registrar's Office has ,
Delegates used the Andros teer's experienc~.
announced revised deadlines
Complex and other USF faciliCourses offered were hospi- for the second and third three
ties. Cost per delegate was tal service, service to the week summer sessions.
$25.
,
handicapped as well as -cultuThe application deadline for
Every year, the Red Cross rally deprived. Also included the second three week term,
holds such a conference on a was a course in disaster; and from July 8 to July 26, 1968, is
different college or university allied Red Cross service.now Friday for non-degree
campus.
Prior to the conference, Red students. (Registrat ion for the
Certificates of completion Cross chapters toured facili- term will be July 8.)
will be presented to the Chap- ties to give a n opportunity to
The application deadline for
ter delegates today in a gen- the delegates to .· decide in the third thfee week term,
eral assembly in Andros 109. which aspect of volunteer from July 29 to August 16, is
Tuesday, Sam Adams, re- work he would participate in now July 19, . 1968 for nonporter for the St. Petersblll'I t he conference. After the con~ degree students. (Registration
Times, spoke to the delegates ticipate in service within the for this S'eSsion will be J uly
on "Reaching T h e Un- area of interest.
· 29.)
reached.'' Adams is a comI
mitteeman of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference of St. Petersburg.

GRE Te~fs
Three Areas

Red Cross Youth Ho.Ids
Leaderhip Conference
.

~ DIAL ,619 ~

By TOM JIMENEZ_'.
St.a.ft Writer
•

r

Do we- teach the right things
about drugs.
ENRICHMENT c 1 a s s e s
were taught by USF faculty
Thursday afternoon.
Those taking part in the
conference were pleased with
it and all agreed J hey gained
much to help them in their
PTA's.
Mrs. Betty Beach said:
"The classes were j u s t
wonderful and I suggest it for
anyone who wants to get, to
know their PTA better."
"SO l\lUCH WAS crammed
ir:ito these three days. I feel I
can now go to my PTA and
stimulate them with the information, just a s I was stimulated," was Mrs. Jack Stacey's comment.
The conferen·c e _c.l o s ed
Thursday night with a general
assembly, · in which success
stories from individual PTAs
were shared with the group.

I

ks realized' what I was going
after, they began to accept it.
You see, the dance critic is a
strongly oriented p e r s o n.
When I began to transcend his
specialization, he took offense
to it." ,
LAST YEAR Nikolais won
the Dance Magazine award
for new contributions , to
dance. "It's kind of like the
- Oscar. So I guess I have be~
come accepted," - he added
with a smile.
,
Finally, he talked about
dance and money. "We can
subsist on performances, but
we're booked solid until Au-

_Watermelon -Feast · Turns .
Into One Seedy :Affair

.

students, and administrators; with it the right to - verbally
approved a one-year recogni- abuse another or to threaten
tion term for SDS by a 6 tci 1 . "him with physical harm or to
vote last month, but Pres- deprive him of his right to
_enjoy his lawful pursuits."
Allen vetoed the approval.
Pres. Allen, in the new poliALLEN AFFIRMED the
cy statement, added that "the
· right to peaceful student proUniversity will not negotiate
with ~my group or make any test "as lortg as tliis does not
changes in policy under condi- interefere ~vith the . rights of
tions of duress, s uch as unau- others."
He added "there can be no
thorized occupation of Univerassembly or 'gathering which
sity property."
HE QUOTED West Virginia · interferes with the educationDistrict Court Judge Sidney al program of the University
L. Christie, saying "true it is , or violates statutes governing
that enrollment in school does unlawful assembly."
He also quoted Florida statnot mean the student surrenders any of his Constitutional utes on "maliciously injuring
buildings !'!tc., by gunpowder;
rights.
"But by the same token,. throwing explosive with intent
that fact does not give him to injure; injuring dwelling
the right to abuse and harass houses, school houses, churchthe administrators of the in- es; etc.; throwing noxious
stitution or engage iP. conduct substances against buildings;
detripiental to its well-being and trespass upon grounds
or which may tend to deprive . or facilities of educational inother students of the right to institutions.''
a peaceful atmosphere in
which to pursue their ambition for an education . ..
" I have failed," Christie
said, "to find any case saying
that the right of free speech
and peaceful assembly carries

PTA Conference
En'd
. s'- l·n ,'Sueces-s'

piece of string."
What about Paul Taylor?
"Oh," he said a little unenthusiastically, "he's not involved in total theatre. He
works with suggestion of a
story, and sometimes even
plot. This demands a lot of
the audience. If ·they can't fol- ·
low the story, they become
helplessly lost. They do much
better with free association."
Nikolais uses gimmicks. He
has been accused o! using
gimmicks for the sake of
using gimmicks. His response? "Originally this was
a problem. But once the crit•

QUESTION: How much money has Security collected
this year, as opposed to las.t year for traffic fines?
ANSWER: From 1966 to 1967 $14,751 w_as collected.
From 1967 to May 1968, $17,713 was collected.
QUESTION: Can the University provide graduation
announcements for each quarter instead of just at
commepcement?
ANSWER: This is not a strict policy and can probably
be changed, Mrs. Jan Chrzanowski, bookstore secretary said. There have been few requests for them
ot{ler than at commencement.
QUESTION: Why are there no Test rooms or fresh
water at Riverfront Park?

I

How far is your rf,lach? f1
This question has b~
posed many times in the last
four days to some 100 high
school seniors and juniors
who . are attending 1968 Red
Cross Youth Leadership Conference. The sixth annual conference, which began last
Sunday, ends today.
John Manthei, national director of Red Cross Youth,
told the delegates Sunday that
the government's welfare programs· (Peace Corps, OEO,
VISTA, etc.) could "use volunteers as never before."
Manthei ·said that the reason
for this, was that the government is holding the purse
strings of the welfare programs a little tighter.

MANTHEI, graduate of the
University of Michigan and
former college instructor, told
the delegates to "examine
your own city and your own
community.' ' He added that
other community-aid agencies
are "looking at the same
problems'• regarding the
· "inner
city" areas.
I
He also told the Red Cross

ANSWER: There are two, things that can be done,
William Butler, director of Physical Plant said, run a
pipe line, at extraordinary cost, from the campus
over to Riverfront for fresh water, or drill a well and
installed pumps. These two things are feasible but because of the present lack of funds it i$ impossible to
do them. Lack of funds is also the reason for no·rest
rooms at Riverfront. At a recent meeting shelters
}1 were discussed but discussion was postponed because STUDENT'S FAULT
of lack ~f money.

I

•IL' - -- - - - -- - -- -- - -- - -- - - - -

For Summer

'Custodian Of The Month'
Recognizes Hard Work

State Says Hit-Run
Scene No Hazard

Dr. Heinrich K. Eichhorn- honor society.
von Wurmb, chairman of the
Dr. Eichhorn, who will be
astronomy department, has secretary of the new club,
a nnounced that the national also announced the following
scientific honor s o c i e t y, officers: Professor Winslow S.
Sigma Xi, has granted a char- Caughey, pr'esident; Professor
ter for a Sigma Xi Club at Guy Forman, president-elect;
Following the hit-and-run
How would you like a whole weeks . next Wednesday
USF.
a nd Dr. J erome Krivnek, quarter of F 's? That's what Quarter IV - 3a - was June death of Norma J ean _.Manly
last month on Fl~tcher AveThe aim of the s~ciety, treasurer.
21 Quarter IV - 3b • July nue at Fontana Hall, the UniHe urged all bay area resi- you'll receive if you withdraw
headquartered in New Haven,
- dents who are Sigma Xi mem- _from school after the ,vith- 12 Quarter IV - 3c - August 2. . versity has requested a traffic
Connecticut, is to foster scienbers, to affiliate with the USF drawal date.
If a student is taking only study. It has hopes of obtific research. Approximately club 'by contacting him. Fortaining a 45 mph speed zone
These dates are: Quarter IV- one . course, dropping and
60 faculty members of U~F mal installations will take
and street lights for the area
10 weeks - July 26; Quarter withdrawal are the same and between Fon_tana and the
already are members of the place this fall.
IV - 6 weeks - July 12; Quar- either deadline may apply.
newly constructed DeSoto ·
ter IV - 3a - today; Quarter
After two withdrawals a Hall. ·
y
Clyde B. Hill, director of
IV - 3b - July 22; Quarter IV • student must petition
the Aca- University
planning, said the
3c - August 12.•
·1 .
demic Standards Committee matter is now entirely in the
The summer season of in- neglected in the s ummer proWithdrawing is when you for r eadmission to the Univer- hands of the State Road De•
tramurals is getting into , gram. The -women's program
partment. He said the averswing with competition slated will include volleyball and drop all the courses you are sity:
age traffic study takes six
in basketball, softball, tennis, softball. The entry deadline taking. This is sometimes conIf you withdraw (known as
months to complete. ·
golf and volley~all.
for volleyball is July 5. For fused with dropping a · course. cancellation) before the first
Today is the last day to s ign softball, the last daY" to regis- The drop dates are different day of classes, you will reup for the three-man basket- ter is July 1~. Events will than the withdrawal dates and . ceive a full refund of your
fees. Withdrawal during the
ball tourney. Interested per- start shortly after these dead- they are :·
.
Pictures for seniors gradu·
- first three days of classes will
sons may register· in the lines.
ating·
in August and M.A. canQuartet IV • 10 weeks - next - entitle you to a partial refund.
All USF students are urged
P hysical Education Building
didates will be taken by
Wednesday
Quarter
IV
6
(PED) or can .c all ext. 125. to participate in the· intramuAfter the third day of ~veriy _Studios ih University
Both teams and individuals rals regardless of their abiliclasses, no refunds are made. Center (CTR) 221 today and
are invited to register. .
·
· des1-gned
Fifty-three
of USF This policy applies to both on- Thursday from 8 a.m. to noon
t y. Tl1e program
rs
d
. per dcent
. th
·
•
stu ents r egrstere m e sec- and off-campus students. The and 1 fo 5 p.m. T~ere is no
1
The deadline for golf entries as ~ means for relaxation and ond quarter of the 1967-68 year
approximate 5400 students en- charge for pictures· used for
is July 11. Competition will not as a high caliber, dog- · were over 21 years of age.
rolled i1\ Quarter IV are fortu- the Aegean.
begin Satur.day, July· 13: Voleat-dog leagt1e. The "times of :·
'
·
nate in that they will only
Individuals may sign up
leyball will have a July 9
the games and matches are arThe average age of USF stu- have to pay a $10 add fee now for the sittings in the Ofstarting date. '
ranged for the convenience of dents in the second quarter of (late registration), in Sept!?ID- fice of Campus Publications,
The distaff side will not be the students participating;
· the 1967-68 year, was 24.
Mr it ,vill be $25. ·
CTR 223.

Withdrawal After Deadline
Will Resul-t In All F's

New Deadline

Intramural Deadline Set

CORRECTION

The newly instituted Custo- it's because the bulk of the
dian of the Month award gives . crews work from 10 p.m. to 6
credit to the custodians who a.m.
are responsible for keeping
' USF classrooms and build¥JgS
clean.

Winkles Calls
SA Recess-

The idea for the award was
An engineer for t he State
Road Department. said, a, thor- · conceived by Allen Osborn,
ough study of the area has head of the custodial division.
been made and claims facili- The monthly winner is judged
ties provided _are sufficient. on the basis of job compeFrank Winkles, vice presiHe said that Miss- Manly did tence, appearance and safety dent of the Student Associanot use the crossing at Fonta- practices.
tion, has announced that due
na.
The program · had its begin- to· the small number of legis- He said the fault in this ning in January and can be lators returning to school durcase was in the individual and awarded to any of the mem- ing Quarter IV, there will be
tnere is no way to protect bers of the custodial staff ex- a summer recess of the SA
against these things happening cept supervisory personnel. A Legislature.
if "supposedly intelligent col- person receiving the award
"President Scdtt Barnett
lege students don't use the has his name and picture and I feel that the student
facilities provided.''
posted on a plaque directly government could best func~
The official said reducing across from the campus book- tion executively, rather than
the speed limit could cause store in University Center.
appoint 43 persons who would
more accidents because of
The Custodipn of the Month' be new and therefore have to
hurri!:!d people, and would
orient themselves to the workalso receive~ a metallic insigprobably be an unenforceable
ings
of student government,"
nia to wear on his unlform and
law. He hinted -that increased ·
Winkles said.
a letter of commendation.
traffic would eventually slow Winkles believes that it ·
The program is only half of would be advantageous if all
speeds on both Fletcher and
a two pronged program. l'he energies were- channeled to
Fowler .
.
'
When asked i( any addition- other half is the honoring of the immediate pressing probal improvements were being the crew of the quarter. A lems.
made for DeSoto Hall, he said crew is made up of from fpur
He said he f¢lt the quarter
that these students would to six men. The criteria for system is mainly responsible
have to use the crossing at the crew of the quarter is for this situation and predictFontana . Me said pedestrian basically the,same as that for ed that as long as the Univeroverpasses, an alternative to the monthly, individual award. sity operates under the quartraffic signals were not used
If none of the pictures you ter system, the SA legislature
in most cases when ·they see on the Custodian of the would have to recess every
were installed. · ·
Month plaque are familiar; f?urth quarter.

I
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Bee Lewi,

Author, To
Speak Tod-ay
Bulletin Board, notices should be sent
DIRECT to "Director, Campus Publ ica•
tions, CT•R 223" no later than Wednesday noon for publication lhe following
Wednesday,
_
Send news ttems direct to " Ed ilor,
The Oracle, CTR 222," ext. 619.

Official Notices
WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL will
· meet at 2 p.m. Monday in CTR 202.
1961 AEGEAN SENIOR PORTRAITS
will be taken today and Thursday from
a a.m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m . in the,
Aegean Offlce, .CTR 221.
Men should wear dark coats, white
shirt and lie. Women preferably should
be dressed in sweater or blouse and
skirt to facilitate use of photographer's
drape. Jewelry should not be worn.
Proofs for selection will be mai led by
Beverly Studio and should be returned
at once to the studio.
For ' convenience, the Office of Campus Publications. CTR 223, has an appointment sheet for sittings.
The photographer will be on campus
. ·again In October and in January tot
take portraits of students who wil I be
. graduated In Quarters · I, II and . 111 .
There is no charge for the . sitting.
1969 AEGEAtl': Reservations will be
accepted beginning, today from seniors
and M.A. candidates who are having
their portraits taken this week. Faculty,
staff and other students may reserve
their copies of next year's annua l beginning July 1. Total cost will be Sl
(Sl .50 If the book is to be ma iled). Reservations will close Jan. 15, 1969.
No books will be distributed ndxt
mid-May without .such •advance reservat ion.
Office of Campus Publications
223 University Center
ALL-UNIVERSITY HOLIDAY, July 4
(Wednesday) and July 5 (Friday).
LIBRARY HOURS, July 4 weekend:.
Thursday, July ~. closed.
Friday, July 5, 8 _a .m. - 5 p.m .
Saturday. July 6, 8 a.m. ~ 5 p.m.
Sunday, July 7, 1 p,m. - 11 p.m.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION Process
Core Test may be taken to waive the
Process Core Courses Thursday from 7
to 9 p.m. in the Kiva of the Education
Building. It is not necessary to sign up.
PIANO COURSE : A supervised teach. ing program for piano students of p recollege age will be ottered by the USF
Music Department, starling in September. Further _deatils are availa ble by
calling ext. 311.

University Center lobby bulletin boards.
- TODAY
American Pen Women Exhibit - all
day, CTR 108.
Senior Portraits, 8:30 a .m . - 5 p.m.,
CTR 221.
.
Meet the Author - Bee Lewi: luncheon, noon, CTR 255; ledure, 2 p.m.,
CTR 252.
· Co-Op Information session, 2 p.m.,
E NG 3.
One to one, 7:30 p.m., FAH . 27~.
Sporls Car · Club, 8 p.m ., CTR 226.
THURSDAY
American Pen women .Exhibit - all
day, CTR 108.
.
.
program Planning· Buclgelary Workshop, 8 a .m., CTR 252.
Senior Portraits, 8: 30 a.m. - S p.m.,
CTR 221.
u.c. Music Committee, 2 p.m ., CTR
205.

.

Developmenlal Reeding, 6:30 p.m.,
CHE 103.
.
Bah'ai Club, 7:30 · p.m., . CTR 205.
Piano in Pre-School, -7:30 p.m .. FAH
225.

.FRIDAY
American Pen Women Exhibit - all
day, CTR 108.
.
· Christian Science Organi11tion, 2
p.m., CTR 200.
.
Movie: . " The Great
Locomotive
Chase," 7:'30 p.m., FAH 131.
Band Dance, 9-p.m., CTR 2~8.
,
SATURDAY ,
Movie:
"The Great · Locomotive
Chase," 7:30 p.m., FAH 101.
I
SUNDAY ·
Sigma Alpha · Epsilon, 7 p.m., CTR
251.

MONDAY
Art Exhibit - lm19es Of War, all
day, CTR 108.
'
TUESDAY
Art Exhibit - Images of War, all
day, CTR 108._
WEDNESDAY, JULY 3, 1968
Art Exhibit - Images · of War, all
day, CTR 108.
Bridge Tournament, 7 p .m .. CTR 2556.

· Co-Op Education ·
WEDNESDAY ·
Co-Op Information session, 2 p.m.,
E NG 3; all students welcome to discuss
appl ica tions. possible employers, assignmenls, etc.

Co-Op Placement

Does your Roommate swipe you r
latest issue of "Playboy"?

More than 150 employers are currently seeking USF students for Cooperative Educat ion Training assignments tor
Quar ter I Training Period starting Monda y, Sept . 9. Some openings are also
listed for Quarter I I. Additional inform ation is .available in the Co-Op office,
ENG 37, ext. t 71. The followin g are
some of the employers seeking Co-op
students and the area desired:
ENGINEERING
Aerospace Engineering: City of Hollywood, Hollywood, Fla.; General Electric, Cape Canaveral ; Internationa l
Business Machines, Hunt~ville, A la.;
NASA-Goddard Spa ce. Center, Greenbelt, Md.; NASA-Manned Spacecraft
Center, Houston, Texas; NASA-Wallops'
Station, Wa llops Island , Va.; N~val. Air
Rework Facility, Jacksonville; Naval
Ordna nce Sta tion, Indian Head, Md. ;
Nava l · Ship Research & Development
Center, Washi ngton, O.C.; Picatinny Aresnal, Dover, N.J. ; Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, West Palm Beach; Warner
·Robins Air Force Base, Macon, Ga .
Che mical Engineering: Alton Box
Board co.. Jacksonville ; Argonne Na-

Wouldn't it be great to flip
through the old issues while you
wait for a haircut?

HENRY'S

• So Come In •

Package Store

Camp11s Date Book
Times and places of organizations
meeti~g regularly are posted on the

h~y ••• PLAYBOY

Hair Cutting, fancy, Fantastic,
& Regular.

• All Your Hair Needs •
Modem Vacuum Clippe rs kee p
hoir off your nec k.

LANE
-CAROLYN
-.
~

BARBER SHOP

Between Kwik Check and Eckerds
Corner Fowler & Nebras_ka

Slightly used golf balls
25c & 4Qc ea.--

,.

COLDEST BEER
IN TOWN
12309 Nebraska Ave.

(Just A little N. of Fowler)
OPEN 10 A.M. • 12 P.M.

G,raduating' S8niors •••

Don't V- Be • ~,.•

tiooal ·Laboratory, A,rgonne, Ill.; City of
Hollywood, Hollywood, Fla.; E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Kinston, N.C.,
Aiken, Camden, and Florence, S.C.;
Chattanooga, Tenn.; Ford Motor Co.,
Various locat ions; General Electric Co.,
Rome, Ga.; Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co., Akron, Ohio; Kaiser Aglrcullural
Chemicals, Tampa; Nava l Ordnance
Station, Indian Head, Md.; P lcatinny
Arsena l, Dove r, N.J.; Smith-Douglass
Division, P lant City; Warner Robins
Air Force Base, Macon, Ga. ;
Civil Engineering: Babcock & Wilcox
Co., St. Petersburg ; Bedingfield & Associates, Tampa; Central Intelligence
Agency, Washington, D.C.; City of
Hollywood, Hollywood, Fla.; Corps of
Eng ineers, Jacksonville and Tam·p a;
Vicksburg, Miss.; State Road Department, _various locations in Florida;
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,
Ohio; Naval Ship Resea rch & Development Center. Washington, D.C.; Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tenn.;
Trans world Airlines, Cocoa -Bea ch or
Cape Kennedy; U.S. Army Missile
Command, Hunstville, Ala. ; U.S. Coast
Guard, Washington, D.C. and other
locations; Warner Robins ' Air Force
Base, ·Macon, Ga.
~ · 1
Electrical Engineering: Argonne N<1•
tional Laborator y, Argonne, W.; Boe•
ing,, Cape ·Kennedy ; Central lotelligence
Agency, Washington. D.C.; pty Of
Hollywood, Hollywood, Fla.; Continental
Can Co., Tampa, Houslon, New Orleans; Defense Personnel Support Center, Philadelphia ; E. I. duPqnt de Nemours - & Co., Camden; and F lorence,
S.C. ; .Electronic Communicatrons, Inc.,
St. Petersburg ; F lorida Power Corporation, St• .Petersburg ; F lorida Power &
Light Co., various locations ii)_ Florida ;
Ford Motor Co., Atlanta,. and Dearborn,
Michigan; General Cab le ,Corporation,
Tampa ; General Electric Co., .Cape Canaveral; a nd Rome, Ga.; Goodyear
Tire & Rubber· Co., Akron, Ohio; International Business Machines, Huntsville,
Alabama and Cocoa Beach; LockheedGeorgia co., Marietta, Ga.; Mar tin Co.,
Orlando; NASA-Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Md. ; NASA-Kennedy
Space Center, Cape Kennedy; NASALang ley Resea rch Center, Hampton,
Va .; NASA-Wallops Station, Wallops
- island, Va.; Nava l Ordnance Station,
Indian Head, Md.; Nava l Ship Research
& Development Center, Washington,
D.C.; Picatinny Arsena l, Dover, N.J.;
Princeton - Pennsylvania Accelerator,
Princeton, N.J .; Tampa Electr ic Co.,
Tampa; Tennessee Valley Authority,
Knoxvil le and Chattanooga. Tenn. ;
Trans World Airlines, Cocoa . Beac·h;
U.S. Coast Guard, Wa shington . D.C.;
Union Carbide, Oak Ridge, Tenn.;
VITRO, Huntsville, Ala .; warner Robins Air Force Base, Macon, Ga .
lnduslrial Engineering: Alton Box
Board Co., Jacks onville; City of Hollywood, Hollywood, F la .; E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co., Kinston, N.C.; Camden, S.C. ; FMC Co rp., Lakela'f,, Ford
Motor Co., various loca tions; General
Electric Co.. Cape Kennedy; General
Servi("#!s Administratjon, Washinglpn,
D.C. ; Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,
Akron, Ohio; Honeywell, St. Petersburg
and Tampa; International Business Machines, Huntsville, Ala.; Naval Ordnance Station, Ind ia n Head, Md.; Picatinny Arsena l, Dover, N.J.; Trans World
Airlines, Cape Kennedy; Warner Robins
Air Force Base, Macon, Ga.
Mechanical Engineering : Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Ill .; Allon
BQX Boa rd Co. , Jacksonville; Babcock
& 'Wilcox Co., St. Petersburg; Bra mlett
Manufacturing Corp., SI. Petersburg;
Central Intelligence Agency, Washing·ton. D.C.; City Of Hollywood; Hollywood,
Fla.;
Con tinental Can Co. ,
Tampa, Houston , New Orleans; Defense
Personnel Support Center , Phila delphia, Penn. ; E . I. duPont de Nemours
& Co., Kinston, N.C.; Camde n, Florence, and Aiken. S.C.; Chattanooga,
T en n.; Electronic Communications,
Inc., St. Petersburg; Florida Power Corporation, SI. Petersburg; Florida Power
& Light Company, Miami ·and Sara sota,
a nd other locations in F lorida; Ford
Motor Co., Atlanta; and Dearborn,
Michigan; Genera l Cable Co., Tampa ;
General Electric Co., Cape Canaveral;
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,
Ohio ; International Business Machines,
Huntsv ille, Ala.; Martin Co. , Orlando; ·
NASA-Wallops Station, Wallops Isla nd,
.Va.; Naval Air Rework ·Facility, J acksonville; Na val Ordnance Station, Indian
Head, Md.; Naval Ship Research & Development Center, Washington, D.C.;
Picatinny Arsenal, Dover,
N.J.;
Pr,nceton - Pennsylvania Accelerator,
Princelon, N.J. ; Tampa Electr[c Co.,
Tampa; Tennessee Eastman, Kings lon,
Tenn.; Tennessee Valley Authority,
Knoxv ille, Tenn. ; T rans World Airlines,
Cocoa Beach; U.S. coast Gua rd, Washington, D.C. and other locations ; Union
Carbide Corp., Oak Ridge, Tenn.; Warner R!)bins Air Force Base, Macon,
Ga.; NASA-Goddard Space F light Center, Greenbelt, Md. ; NASA-Ma nned
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texa s.

Honor Society
Inducts l 0
Tau Beta Phi has elected
new members. The Engineering Honor Society inducted
Russel Herrick, Gary Hill,
Jon Roper , Ole Sorensen,
Johri Twigg Jr. , Randy Barth,
J erry Griffin, Robert Feight,
George Gaffney Jr., Bruce
Gadney.
Tau Beta Phi was organized
Jan. 7, 1967 with seven charter members. There are now
16 members who are outstanding students of engineering based on grades, (3.0 GPR
or better) and extra curricular activity.
Tau Beta Phi officers are
president, Jim Farmer; vicepresident, Kerry S. Boatwright; secretary, Michael 0.
Va rner; and cataloguer, Eugene E. Ferris.
'

Bee Lewi, author of children's boo~, will be the guest
in the "_Meet the Author Se-ries" today at 2:00 p.m. in the
Univel,'Sity Center (CTR) 252.
Her appearance at USF is
sponsored by the University
Center Special Events Com-.
mittee.
"When I grow up, I want
to write funny stories for children.' That's what i wrote in
my diary on my tenth birthday. A year later I was writ;
ing a weekly column of poems
for my hometown newspaper
in New Rochelle, N.Y. I've
been writing eyer since.'' This
is what Bee Lewi, tells about.
the start of her career as a
writer.
Mrs. Lewi attended .Barnard
and Wellesley Colleges, taught
elementary school, and graduate 'level eourses in elementary education: She has also
been editor of children's magazines published by " Parents
M~gazine," and is a frequent
c o n t r i b u t o r tq " Humpty
1'.>umpty", "Children's Digest" ; and movie cartoons. ·
Now living in Naples, Florida, Mrs. Lewi also does volunteer-teaching in the Headstart
Program in Collier County,
Florida.
Mrs. Lewi who believes in
encouraging children's participation in creative storytelling, writes and works with
the philosophy that you should
tell stories "with" children
. and not "to" them. Her technique involves guiding the
children to the problems of a
story and letting them offer
so_lutions.

Conference
......

.

.._

.

€>~CLE CLASSIFIED

~

.J@U@!...!i~Jl§l_.J@!J

3. FOR RENT

13. MISCELLANEOUS

Apt. (Furnished) Temple Ter- Oracle Classified Ads Sell race, $75 mo. Water furnished. 3 U
__s_~_T
_ h_e _m_!_CT_R_ 2_2_4_._ _ _ __
.rooms: kitchen-dining, 1 bedroom & living room. Ample stor- 15. SERVICES OFFERED
age - call 988-3455
- - - , , - - - - - - - -- -- - Day Nursery and Kindergarten
5. FOR SALE
Open year round with expert supervision a nd instruction SafetyHalf Acre E state, 3 Bedroom, Land•l3202-15th St. See page 5.
2 Bath, . Free Water, County
taxes, $96 mo. , P&I - 988-6988,
Skyway Drive In Theatre
Jefferson Heights on US 301, 2
m i. north of Fowler Ave.
rWED. - THURS. June 26, 27
Robert Morse 2 Color Hits
For Sale : New 3 Br, 3 bath fully
. "HOW TO SUCCEED IN
carpeted house on large lot on
BUSINESS"
the Hillsborough River, %. mile
Audrey Hepburn
from campus. Call Dr. Ross 591
"TWO FOR THE ROAD"
or 988-5522.
18 in. Motorola T.V., B&W, Table model,. $120·. W. SII)ith, Ext.
595
Photo· by Er~est Burlingga me

Autho.r Lewi And The Kids

,./

During a Head Start creative story-telling session the kids
and ·Miss . Lewi created a.· tale about an elephant who fell
~leep. They had to a.waken him and t-he kids ca.me up with
some real inte~esting-ideas of how to without being vio_lent.

·,H·igh Sc~o.ol Studen._ts Study
-Engineering This Summer
_Summertfme is serving
good purpose for 28 engineering oriented high ~chool · students.
'
In th~ second week of its 10
week session, a summer study
and work course designed to
put a finger_ on all major
areas of basic engineering
principles is plugging along
with its slide rules.
• Dr. J ames H. Lane, project
director., defines the course as
a_n · attempt_ at "engineering
.· compressed into ten· weeks."

Will Discuss
Programming
A conference on "Planning,
Programming, and Budgeting
Systems" will be held on June
27, co-sponsored by the USF
Center for Continuing · Education and Title One, Higher
Education Act.
The coniere~ce will deal
with new philosophies and
techniques of management,
and operation patterns, de-vised and adapted to meet the
rapidly changing needs of the
modern qrganization.
It will be conducted by Dr.
William W. Young, associate
professor, political science,
whose career has combined
government service, teaching,
and research in urban affairs.
The conference, which will
be held in the University Cent er, is expected to be of particular interest to, "all personnel in city, county, and
state goverflment involved in
public problems, who are
seeking a method to ,aid their
·solution ahead of time in a
comprehensive manne r.''
Registration fee for the one
day conference is $6, and interested pers ons should contact the Center for Continuing
Education, for further information.

In addition to gaining on-

Diller

"THE TRAVELING
Burt Reynolds SALESLADY,":
"NAVAJO JOE"
SUN. MON. TUES. June29,30,31
Elvis Presley 2 Color Hits

11. WANTED

"STAY AWAY JOE'~

Ride from St. Pete (Yacht Club
E sta tes a rea) to USF da ily. Be
on campus by 9 a .m. Share expenses. Call St. Pete. 345-3175
anytime.

·James Drury

" THE YOUNG WARRIORS"
Adm. S0c

The Answer:
I WORLD'S GREATEST 18c HAMBURGER

All participating students
are in the top 10 per cent of
.
'
their high school class. They
are f a c e d with no fees
and all commute: The class is
held each day at 1 :30 p.m.,
with employment e a r l i e r
every morning.

Coming ·soon·
in

TEMPLE
TERRACE

This is the first ·year for°this
type of program at USF. It is
a non-credit course giving "a
selected group of high school
students a clear picture of en-·
gineering" and an assisf in
the waivering of basic courses
in college. Following final
projects(an exper imental and/
or analyticai investigatory
construction or research) , the
program will terminate August 16.

NOW OPEN AT: '
10530 IAY PINES, BLYD.
SEARS TOWN (Clearwater)
GULF-TO-BAY (Cle!lrwater)
SO. DALE MABRY (Tampa)
PLANT CITY FLA. AVENUE (Tampa)

PEOPLE ON THE GO •• ~ GO BURGE~ -CHEF·

Library Hours Chan9ed
For July 4 Holiday
The hours for the Library
are being changed for the
Fourth of July holiday.
The library will be closed
all day on July 4, open from 8
to 5 J uly 5 and 6 and from 1
to 11 on July 7.

for
Get over and haveYour Picture
Made For the Aegean.
TODAY and THURSDAY

CTR 221

8 a.m. • Noon
1 - 5 p.m.

By Appo.i ntment or 1st Come

Fantastic

Youthq uake contemplates
the jr. meditation dress

CWB.
for COLLEGE
Students
Only
9302 • 30th Street

* OPENING SOON *

Expand your fashion experience to in-.
dude the newest look this side of the
'\Iaharishi's sitar. A meditation dress
with Nehru necklin_e. bright brass buttons-of orion acrylic in a red paisley
that riYals anv rajah's coat, 5 to 1:3. $20.
Junior Terrace, \Vest Shore. Downtown

Starts 8:30

Hungry?

/

Operating on a $13,000 grant
from the National Science
Foundation (NSF), the course's scope ranges, in nine
areas, from mathematics to
design. USF is the only University (out of approximately
130 participating s c h o o 1 s
throughout the nation) that
o f f e r s a 'workshop program in connection with individual employment with various Tampa Bay area engineering firms.

"ONE SPY TOO MANY"
Phyllis

CB, 3 Br. , carport, util. rm. , radiant heat, sodded lawn, small
down payment, take over payments of $75 m o. 10936-14th St.
Call aftei; 4 p.m. 932-9544

the-job knowle<;lge and onthe-table labwork, the students wm receive varied
training. They will be taught
by seven professors, all but
one of whom are doctors.
The 28 were selected from
60 applica nts and will _all be
seniors next year.

FRI., SAT.
June 28, 29
Robert va·ughn 3 Color Hits

WATCH!!
Bottled Up! !

ADS

juniors go OQt
to play with Villager
\:Vho wants to work when summer's
here? Plav the lazv davs awav with
inseparabies inspired by- Villager - in
shades to outshine the sun! Limber
legged bermudas of solid color Dacron
, polyester.· cotton, fulfy lined, 6 to 16.
$13. Topped by a cotton knit shell iu
free-wheeling stripes of w h i t e and
brig~t, s . ~,f-L, £6. Village Shop, \ ;\/est

I/Dad .B~

town

Tampa

FLORIDA

'Political' Motive Could Free Ray
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EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

Profest Against-Violence
l•

Pres. John S. Allen wasted no
time reacting to the possibility of a
disruptive protest demonstration
here by the USF Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS), as yet
still not officially recognized by the .
University.
'SDS non-leader Ray Hooks
threatened to meet inside the mall
of the Administration Building, in
protest of something or other,
using a bull-horn and other noisemakers and generally make a nuisance of himself and the several
other local SDS members in the
group. .
BUT PRES. ALLEN'S Policy
Statement _No. 67 was the major
consideration, not the SDS nonthreats. It clarifies the groundrules
should· a group with more serious
aims than the present SDS mull
over the possibilities of violent
demonstration.
,
Allen got right to' the heart of
the matter in specifically quoting
Florida laws on injury to person
and property, and the use of explosives and molotov cocktails. And
he sa_id, the University would "not
negotiate with any group or make
any change in policy under conditions of duress, such as unauthorized occupation of University property."
We agree with his stand on the
use of these and other tools of violence completely. There is no place
in the United States Constitution1or
the Bill of Rights that justifies vio-

,

lent change.
AND IT IS the Bill of Rights
that students are trying to get administrations around the coW1try
to govern universities py. The Bill
of Rights was m>t intended to -keep
a few petty or unjust institutions in
power. It was designed for protection against them. What is the difference whether that institution is
a monarchy or a university? Students should be ·quoting Locke not Marx, Mao or Marcuse.
We hope a step along this line
will be when the students themselves make the wlicy statemel).ts
on, student protest with power of
punitive recommendation.
But it is important to reco~e
that Pres. Allen specifically recog- ·
nized the right of peaceful assembly. "This includes," he said, "the
1·ight of peaceful protest on campus as long as this does not -interfere with the rights of others." ,
There is a disturbing vagueness, still, in what would constitute
interference with the educational
program. Presumably, a 60, 70, or
80 per cent student boycott of
classes woµld do this, yet it is a
proper non-violent protest. We
hope this will be clarified.
Yet Policy Statement No. 67 is
r efreshingly free of general terms
and there can be litUe que~tion of
what the University intends to do
about violence.- It will save the administration quite a bit of policy
trouble in dealing with protests.

ed States would be illegal. As the law
LONDON - Ramon · George Sneyd,
stands it appears that it is lawful to do
believed in fe.ct to be James Earl ·Ray
indirectly that which has repeatedly
sought ,b y the American authorities in
been held to be unlawful if done directly.
connection with the assassination of Dr.
IN OTHER WORDS, it was estabMartin Luther King, was .arrested at
lished in 1917 that it is lawful for the
London airport June 8.
· Home . Secretary to require an alien to
He was remanded on charges. of havleave Britain on a particular ship or airing ·a firearm without a certificate and
plane, even if the sole object in doing so
carrying a forged passport. On June 13,
was to give effect to a r equest from a
the British Home Secretary signed an
_foreign state-for his surrender.
order authorizing extradition proceedIt is, however, open· to the House of
ings. But all sorts of complicated probLords in its judicial capacity to overturn
lems could still conceivably arise. ·
this decision, and -there· are cogent reaThe case is likely to spotlight the
sons leading to the conclusion that the
U.S. ASST. A'ITY. GEN. VINSON
complexities of British extradition law,
1917 Act was in fact wrong in law. ,
long overdue for revision._ The options
It is clear, however, that if· either foropen to the British 0.uthori~es in -secu~-What is clear is that it was the inten• ' mal proceeding is taken under the Exing the return of the man concerned to
tion of those responsible for the 1870 Act
tradition Act, or informal surrender is
the United States are several.
to' exclude political assassination from
sought to be ~ffected by means of a deTHE EXTRADITION• ACT, 1870, perthe concept of an offense of political
portation order, then there is scope for
mits the surrender by the United Kingcharacter; _but -they failed to use Ianprolonged litigation in the li!OUrts.
dom of fugitive criminals to another
THIS MAY GIVE added importance
guage restricting the scope of the constate after a complicated procedure has
ception this way.
to the third alternative open to the aubeen complied with. It would be incwnOnce surrendered to the United States · thorities, namely what is known as "volbent upon the United States to establish
"in accordance with the provisions of the
untary extradition." This means that the
to the satisfaction of the British. courts
1870 Act, and the Anglo-American exauthorities persttade the alleged fugitive
that Sneyd is in fact Ray, and that there
criminal to return voluntarily - but in
tradition treaty to which the Act is
is prima facie evidence tha t Ray was re- · linked, the law would oblige the United
the company of American policemen
sponsible for Dr. King's death.
States to try the person surrendered only
and, no doubt, to the United -States.
If the true facts are that the man confor the offense in respect of which he
The formalities laid down by the Excerned is merely-suspected of the crime,
was surrendered.
tradition Act are there for the protection
there is no machinery under _the Extradi80 THAT IF lack of present evidence
of the individual, in particular the indition Act for his surrender. If evidence of
of the man's culpability for killing meant
vidual political offender, and there are
the man's guilt could only be produced
that the United States obtained his sur-. dangers in allowing the authorities to
after the American a uthorities have inrender upon some lesser charge, they
persuade an accused per son to waive exterrogated him, then a request for ois
could not later charge him with the killtradition formalities. -On occas ion _innosurrender would fail. ·
ing.
.
cent men have waved formalities and
' THERE AR,E DICTA by the courts ,
An alternative to extradition under
have even been subsequently convicted
which might lead surprisingly to the conthe 1870 Ac-t can be the device of "disof a crime of which they were innocent.
clusion that the killing of Dr. King was
guised extradition." This means using
There a r e no rules governing "voluna n offense of a political character. It is
the powers given to the Home Secretaqr
t ary extradition" to the United States,
now clear th-at an offense of a· political
although if the Irish Republic sought the
under the Aliens' Order of 1953 to deport
character need .not have occurred in the · any alien.
,
surrender of a criminal from Britain he
course of conflict between opposing
The difficulty here is that a deportacould only waive t he ordinary extr adition
gr-oups seeking to determine which shall
tion order which expr essly r equired a n
formalities before a judicial officer.
alien to l_eave Britain and go to the Unitgovern the state.
Surely a ·curious anom aly.

South Cafeteria

Dmmg Rooms -# l<o7-#-IG,£'
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NCAA: _A Step Forward
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jJ : oo

lunch O pporritn,er,i;s
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·P erh0.ps Webster, in all his infinite
-wisdom, ca n give us some insight into
the matter of power with his definition of
canon : an ecclesiastical rule or law en•
a cted by a council or other competent
authority . . .
The key word to note is a uthority. A
distinction must be made between power
which is -used by virtue of consent, a nd
power which is exer cised by r ight of
power alone. Canon can most easily become a system of r ules designed to

THERE IS NO simple solution. The
UN Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA),
which was set up to administer to the
bare needs of the refugees, has reported
year after year that the bitterness and
the sense of injustice has increased, not
died down, wit h the passing of time.
Such evidence as exists suggests that the
younger generation, who never knew
their homeland, have inherited in full
their parents; determination to return.
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The New · Registration At USF
By STUART THAYER
Editor

ROBESPIERRE, upon seeing through
the mask of hypocrisy, commented :
"Law is the final refinement of tyranny . . ."

Registra tion here is us ually looked at
with a "here we go again" feeling, and
recently .with symptoms of acute a nxiety
and a cry of "pass the oxygen."
Why does it have to be this way ? It is
comforting to know that the Registrar 's
Office isn't entirely blind to the situation.
JAMES E. LUCAS, the assistant r egistrar, said the prime target of his office
is to get a finalized course schedule completed and held stable early enough t o
permit a pre-r egistration.
Changes in course entries, he sa id,
have been as high as 50 per cent in some
colleges and 35 per cent for the University itself. That m eans if 1,200 course sections are listed in the already publishe d
schedule, 420 of them have times or
room nwnber changed, or are ca nceled
or added. These changes make any pre•
registration impossible, he said.
A stable schedule would enable Lucas
to use computers, with students preparing their schedules, mailing them to the
Registrar's Office, and having the com•
puter a nalyze them all.
IT WOULD SEE what courses on the
students' schedules were open, which
wer e closed, and find any conflicts. The
schedules would be sent back to the s tudents either appr oved entirely (in which
case a ll the student would have to do is pay up), or it will tell the ·students wha t
courses are closed, and ask for a newly
mailed schedule.
The students would be notified if new
course sections were opened after t his
initial analysis.
The actual registration WOJJld have
enough course cards to end s tudent anxieties about waiting for hours to find his
course closed. He would at least know in
. a dvance.
. The students' schedules would be prepared weeks before the new qua r ter
started, even perhaps a full quar ter in
advance. This is Lucas's goal - to get
the course schedule published that far in

DOES NOT the much-vaunted American . individual possess the a bility to
make his own decisions ? I say no. With
the· exception of a few bathroom activities, Americans rely completely on the
decisions of others as a basis for action.
Am ong the many somewhat-s ubtle devices used to cr eate " responsible" citizens, m ilitary conscription r anks as the
most obvious. Responsibility, as viewed
by those in power, has taken a new
meaning: the ability to follow orders
without question.
I
The recent question concerning compulsory R OTC training provides us with
a case in point. Fortunately - at least in
this instance - Dr. Allen has· been able
to allow us recognition as human beings,
not machines.
USF WILL rem ain , to a greater degree than other Florida universities, free
from responsibility - complia nce with orders under a rhetoric of choice.
It is fo r this reason tha t I feel Dr.
Allen s hould be comm ended. I sincerely
hope that in the future he will be able to
give us more responsibility.
PETER FERNANDEZ
3 DSS

A "just settlement" of the refugee
pr oblem is one of the ingredients of the
-Security Council resolution passed last
November. It is also the m osfimportant.
For until something substantial is don~
to mitigate the continuing injustice suffered by some 1½ million uprooted Palestinians, the rest of the Security Council's declarations - on the right of
every state to live in peace and security
and so on and so forth - are, as Israel
rightly suspects, unconvincing verbiage.

This is a -debating point; it contri•
butes nothing towards ending the bitterness or towards making it more likely
that the Arabs will permanently accept
the existence of Israel in their midst.
What, then, might bring the bitterness to
an end?

maintain order, as well as the sy:5tem of
power.

In assessing_ the situation a t USF, one
must not remain content to look solely at
the administration in order to determine
_
the source of power.
Although channeled through the administration, power is ultimately held in
other areas, i.e., The Board of Regents,
those influential business interests who
feel their security will be thr eatened as
a r esult of freedom of expression; new
ideas and innovations, those who have
swallowed-. the rhetoric of freedom espoused by the power structure.

"Settling the Arab refugee problem"
has become over the year s a routine and
almost m eaningless incantation. Few of
the people who talk about the problem
really see any worklfble or hwnane way
to a solution. The general hope among
westerners was that with time the problem might f,a de. But in the 20 years since
Isr ael's ·establishment, the bitterness of
the Arab people dispossessed by the Jewish state has festered, not faded.

But the Israelis have not, in 20 years,
come up with much in the way of compromise solutions. Instead they tend to
belittle the problem, insisting that since
-their country has "'been' able.. l o absorb
some half million J ewish r efugees from
the Arab world, the Arab host countries
ought to. be able to absorb the dispossessed Palestinians.

OUR READERS WRITE

EDITOR:
A Note on Power , Allen, and Responsibility:

. A year ago the Israelis won a great
victory that solved ,nothing. It should not
have needed the senseless cruelty of Senator Rober t Kennedy's murder to bring
·
this home. •

Israel has never dared offer the Palestinian refugees the choice of "repatriation or compensation" which the UN
Gener al Assembly has many times de•
clared to be their due. It is true that if
1.3-million Arabs (which, near enough,
was the number of refugees before the
new upheavals caused by Israel's territorial acquisitions in the six-day war)
chose to return to Israel, the Jewish
state woulg be overwhelm ed.

lunch O.ppo1rrtmerifs

A great step for~;ird has been of USF to ·, tne world of national
taken by USF by joining the Na- competition.
tional -Collegiate Athletic AssociaWe firmly believe that USF
tion (NCAA).
will derive great profits from
Not only will membership in the membership in the NCAA and we
NCAA entitle USF to participate in hope that USF's administration will
various national competition b1tt take advantage of such profits and
such competition will be a show- continue to broaden the athletic
case for USF.
scope of the campus.
As the various teams go and
ADMISSION TO NCAA .was the,
compete regionally and nationally,
they will show the nation that USF culmination of a - year of gr~at
exists. This will put USF in another
steps forward in the f~eld ·o f 9-thlet•
plane, a national one.
.-:..:: i'c~--foi'-- USF. Prior ,to NCAA, USF
FOR SEVERAL years USF at- had approved one .extra scholartracted mostly local talent, that is, ship per sport, and on - camplis
'in-state talent, but now since USF games on Friday afternoons.
-can participate in national' tournaWe also want to extend our
m ents, ' more out-of-state talent applause to the Physical Education
may focus their attention on USF staff who worked so hard at get.:
and the many advantages, both ting our admission. And specially
athletic and academic that it offers.. · to Dr. Richard Bowers, director of
We congratulate the student physical education, who was the
body of USF and applaud Pres. main mediator between USF and
John S. Allen for opening the doors the NCAA.

Pres. Allen Commended
On- R-ecent ROTC Stand·

By BRIAN' BEEDHAM
Foreign Editor of The Economist__

NOBODY WHO counts himself a
friend of Israel's can expect the Israelis
to withdraw from the greater security of
their new frontiers in r eturn for wor ds of
peace. The Arab leaders , or so~e of
ihem and some of the time, are now
talking peace. But while the Palestinian
problem remains a raw wound, there is
little chance of these words transforming
themselves into any semblance of the
spirit of peace.

Sna~k Bqr

Seniors Ord G r~ .

lsr.aeli Victory
Solved No.thing

advance to perm it the pre~registr a tion.
THEN LUCAS WOULD like to see an
end to the " satellite operations" ·such as
auto registration, placement lines, photo
ID, and the others. Only academic ad-

v1smg and the registration is needed
during the actual registration.
This may be the reality of USF registration in a year or two. The requirements a re listed in this a rticle.
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1- Negroes Communicate ii%
~

I What is it tha t the black ma n is trying so insistently to communicate? To )!t
I this reporter, Sherman Thompson, administrative director of USF's Learn- @t

Iij ing.
Center, co1:1municat~ a ~limpse of t he hundred and one frustrations of if'
trymg to m ake 1t and meeting w11:h :
_
µ{
If q.ualif1edlngenu~usly
- Sure we'd like to hire Negroes_~ut we haven't had any Ii
a pplic ants· . . • when you ~ ow that " qualified" means s uper•qual1J fi~
j
Expansively - The doors of this university ar e wide open to all irrespec- ~i
I tive of color or creed . . . when you know t hat the entrance requirements is a
I score of at least 300 on the Florida Twelfth Grade Test and very few Negroes I
Y'_

Ifill

ili

Y'

1¾1

I

m

,,
.~

m

make such a score.
Y' BRUSQUELY - If you have complaints, address them to your elected f.:·•·.~.'. officials . . . when you know that even though the "White Only" sign · has
,,} been removed from the restroom door, the "sign" on the elected officials' @1
door reads "Black ? . .. See Mr. Negro."
· fill
~!
The hundred a nd one frus!1'ations of ~ ying to m ak.e it the "right" way
through employment and education and meeting:
llil
Y' Sorry - not qualified, not good enough , can't take a chance. Of trying ~
fu to pr otest through "proper channels" a nd meeting with : We 'll investigate J
study, r ecommend, appoint a commission.
m
q What is it tha t t he bl-ack man is trying so urgently to communicate? t;~
' Thom pson paused during ~he interview, hunched forward. in his chair, a thoughtful, ponderous look on his face. "What I'm r eally trymg to say are not the fn
theories out of a book, b~t the feeling ... the feelings I have as a Negr~."
YOU SEE, he explamed, " We've bad to play _a role because s ur vival de• ;;;
pended on playing a role . . . say " yes sir" to everyone, continuously snatch ffet
Wour hats off, never look at a white woman. 1
"Some have had to play the role so long they are no longer sure too W
&1 of their own true selves. They a re somewhat like the elephant who struggled
and struggled and finally stopped struggling.
t«
" And when the iron chain was replaced with a weak rope, the elephant !.@.
just stood there, his spirit for self-assertion long since broken. There are @;j
-=~-~
t
•
#-.
/4 others who will continue because I can't change them , and Thompson s voice m
grew stronger, " But I don't have to like it !"
Jij
~ ONE TO ONE GROUP if
USF NEGRO OR-GANIZATION yJ

I
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But the evidence is far from complete. The Palestinia ns have never in
fact been given that choice _of r epatr iation or compensation. Who can say what
might happen if the alternatives were
presented in a fa ir, realistic and, above
all, generous fashion?
UNRWA officials have themselves
long ago given up hope of any m ajor
resettlement pr oject. Laboring a way on
an inadequate and insecure budget they
have concentrated on providing food
(about two-thir ds of the refugees have
ration cards and some half million still
live in camps) and on educating as
m-any of the young as they can.
Gradually, through vocational training, more and more of the younger refugees are becoming self•supporting. The
Palestinians a re by no means a shiftless
people ; those who ha ve a chance· make
good. But most of them still have no
chance.

AND EVEN those who have managed
to make a reasonable new life for themselves have done so with their bitterness
against Israel, and Israel's s upporters,
intact. The family of Sena tor Kennedy's
alleged murderer had, after all, done relatively well for itself. And it is the educated Palestinians, many of them with
good jobs, who are behind the newly in•
vigorated resistance m ovement.
If this situation / has any hope of
changing, the world community will
have to lurch itself into a totally different frame of mind. It will take enormous
quantities of effort and m oney to provide
the sort of resettlement schemes which,
if tangibly offered, might - and only
m ight - persuade many P alestinians to
abandon their dream of returning to a
homeland that has totally changed.
Nobody these days has much effort or
money to spare. So probably nothing will
be done, and the Palestinian wound will
continue to fester. But so long as this is
so, the war between Arabs and Israelis,
with all its tr agic ramifications, will continue its cruel way.

~Odyssey' All Showi No GoBy PHILIP RUNNELS
News Edit.or
Stanley Kubrick's latest
cinematic circus, "2001: A
Space Odyssey," is billed as
"The epic drama of adventure
and ·exploration." The drama,

at Tampa's Palace theatre, fa
perhaps the finest piece of eye
appeal to coi;ne out of a camera since "A Man and a
Woman." Because of this virtue, Keir Dullea as David
Bowman, commander of the
Discovery, and Gary Lockwood as assistant, Frank
Polle, can still walk in public
with their heads high. They_
wander through two and one
half hours of film and deliver
(acceptably) what , seems to
be no more than 20 pages of
script.
The story line suggests they
are searching for further evi, dence for understanding of
the ill-fated discovery made
by comrades on the planet
Clavius. The discovery, a four
million-year-old monolith, is the
plots salvation. From its first
appearance with our Darwinian ancestors to its finale,
pitching and yawing through
ResQl/l'ces
.space, it suggests a trumped
up· Creator . . . or Man's Sal-

adventure and exploration
business reaches its peak on
the marquee posters. However, the epic pitch is an underrated compliment to its visual
elements.
,
The film, currently showing

Photo by Educa tional

Keir Dullea In. '200 I'

KINGCOME'S
TRIMMING~

vation .• • or Humanity's Li- played, ostentatiqusly, is a
bido . . . all deserving of a Howard J ohnson's Earthlight
cup of coffee.
Room with a Zero Gravity
Kubrick is also. responsible · Toilet. (Please read instructor the br eathtaking photo- tions, carefully before use).
graphic effects. Ray Lovejoy
From this point on, Kubrick
did the supurb editing. Their and his fellow screenplay artfirst triumph appears in the ist, Arthur C. Clarke (also auopening title credit - a uni- thor -of the title novel), seem
versal trilogy of the Earth,· to have laid the groundwork
moon and sun. ·The following for all future space design.
23 minutes are a personified The exterior detail and interiNational Geographic ar~ le or plush c·omplexity of the
on The Sights of the World's · . space vehicles belittle any
Early Wastelands or The J ames Bond extravaganza.
Dawn of Man. The splendo~ Every camera angle is a new
and magnitude of the scenery, world.
a peal! costuming and suggesE nter HAL 9000 : the hiertion of Violence's birth make arch of the computerized jet
it a mos~ unusual preface.
set. Affectionately known as
Then the men of MGM turn Hal, the flawless transistor
thejr cameras into Hilton adds a delightful relief to the
Space Station 5 and its spacy grey plot intent. His ,vitty
antics, accented ·by the or- conversations and logical wiz.
chestration of the Blue Dan- ardry lead him into a marube. It contains, incidentally, tyred ending, but not without
i'
thEj! only sexual image in the keen purpose.
picture, a Pan Am hostess in
The odyssey ends with a
Pan Am Grip Shoes. Also dis- psychedelic light show unpar-
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alleled in the annals of the
Cheetah or Arthurs. The split- .
ting of the spectrum and
piercing audio elements close
out the celluloid, leaving the
viewer with a sense of urgen~Y · for r~alistic neon and the
whirr of air conditioner.

Sandals
Bags
Hair Pieces
Ear Wires

Vests
Belts
Skirts
Moccasins

ALL ITEMS CUSTOM MADE

306 N. -DALE MABRY
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'Sex In ·The '60's' Has Latest 1I _ _ _ _ _ I1
I
I
Information About Revolution 1.---------d
(Al)DRESS)

Sewing and Costume Supplie.
·• Millinery and Needle Point
lta: Ave:· & Fo...;ler Ph. 935-8168

(PHONE)

However , the degree to which "The word virgin is taking on
sex is accepted as a subject a slightly new meaning. It
, foi; open and honest discussion seems acceptable to consider
The amazing mini-morals of varies, even in our own coun- a girl a virgin if she has had
the sexy 60's receive a " can- try.
experience with only her husdid look" in a short, but
Editors of Time magazine band before marriage, or with .
well prepared, book pti~ have found that " the greatest one or two steadies."
lished recently by the staff of change" has been in attitudes,
The pill and its r apid ascent
Time mag;azine.
rather than the know-how of is to be credited with th!;! also
rapid increase of sexual interThis new account titled · love making.
course
on colleges and univerThe authors ask these ,ques"Sex In The 60's" has the latsities. ·
tions:
"Does
the
new
open~st da ta concerning the soQuestions such as "Are you
calied ,American Sexual Revo- ness about , sex reflect more on pills?" or "Are you a virlution, the pros and cons on promiscuity or merely less gin?" are as common on most
the birth control. pill, the hypocrisy?" "Is it .merely campuses as "Have 'you finswinging activities of the that Americans are growing · ished reading that · novel?" or
"swingles" and even the ups more honest?"
After reading the eight "When is our math test ?"
and downs encountered by the
chapters in the 115-page book,
THE BOOK touches also on
gay crowd.
one may conclude that the the "pairing up" or " shacking
It certainly feels good .to -new sexual "openness" or up" of couples, of which t he
read· about a controversial . whatever name is given to the Linda Leclair case, at Barissue such as sex when every present a ttitude toward sex, is nard College, is the best
word in the book has been but the result of years of example. Sex with guilt is fadcarefully selected. and the ma- frustration which go back to ing. There is only guilt when
terial appears to be as well the Puritan ethic.
abortions hc1-ve to be perresearched as any sex-related . PEOPLE TODAY simply do formed or children put up for
information can.
what they wish and are not adoption.
afraid
to talk about it; it is -as
Next to the pill comes the
THAT THERE is a sexual
simple as that. This principle mini-skirt as a · major influrevolution ta'king place in this
applies to all the little things ence on today's sexual revoluPick up an extra carton today! country, arid in the entire we do, in addition_to sex.
tion. The editors see no immeworld, there is little doubt:
College students play an im- diate end to the mini-skirt
portant role in this account of fever. On the other hand, a ·
sexual life in America. The San Francisco designer notes
new sex attitude affects col- that now there is the "microlege guys as much as it does mini, the micro-micro and the
"Hello, Officer !"
coeds.
A Harvard and Radcliffe
Many college males have
· psychiati;ist, Dr . Graham B. been on the verge of flunking a
Blaine Jr., is quoted as saying course due to the reduce!}
that within the past 15 years a.mount of material used by
the number of college boys their female classmates in
who had intercourse before making their skirts.
graduation rose -from 50 per
With the skirts going up, up
cent to 60 per cent, while the and away and the tops disap* OPEN ALL SUMMER
number of college girls rose pearing all together, one
fr om 25 per cent to 40 per cent. poses the question: what's
* AIR CONDITIONED
One out of six brides is preg- next in this American sexual
nant, a Purdue sociologist revolution now on its way to
• NEW AND MODERN
says.
becomplg a sexual catastro* EXPERT SUPERVISION
It is interesting to note that phy?
.
.
most college students don't
* HOT MEALS
OF COURSE, t_he same carstart their "sexual career" in
college, but years before, at nal instincts that move tosmall teenage parties, during day's lovers moved yesterday's, and it most certainly
their adolescence period.
VIRGINITY IS no longer will affect equally all in the !Qvalued - not by the average ture.
The authors ask, " H o w
male, on an American camabout love?" The book expus.
13202 - 15th St.
Phone 935-5107
As a male student put it, plains that "many do feel the
and the book quotes him, age has created a need for a
By MARIO _GARCIA
Staff Writer

Honest-to.Pepsi taste!
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reaffirmation of the spiritual
meaning of sex."
"When sex is pursued only
for pleasure, or only for gain;
or even only to fill a void in
society or in the soul, it becomes e I u s i v e, impersonal, ultimately disappointing,"
Henry Anatole Grunwald, assistant managing editor of
Time, says.
He concludes that perhaps
it is time that modern Americans, who know a great deal
about sex, once again start
talking about love.

Physical Education proficiency tests will be given
today in swimming, archery,
basketball, bowling, fencing,
golf, and tennis.
The swimming test will be
given at the Natatorium from
1 :30 -to 3 p.m. Registration
will take place at the Natatorium. Students may dress in
the locker r oom and must furnish their own towels. An ID
card must be presented to
register. No written test is required.
The tests for · the other
sports will be given in PED
114 at 7:30 p.m. Students must
register in the PE office prior
to taking these tests.
Registration will close· at
noon today. A motor skill proficiency test is required with
the written knowledge test.

Call 988-7391
I

Pizzas ·•••.•• • .• • • •• •• • ••• •• • •• •• • •• ~ Sandwiches
Salads • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • . • • . • . • • • • . • • • • • Beverages
Delivery Service *S0c

No Charge on Over $7.00 Order

North East Tampa Area
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We • adjust caste r • o d just camber • a djust toe-in
• a d just toe-out
• check steering ,
• ba lance 2 front
wheels.
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Stay Where You Are.
We'll Bring It To You.

pur.c:~e necmary.

Set For ·yoday ·

t

fl
M

OUT COUPON

Proficiency Test

I

STOP!

raift tire

cur

-•·• • ,fill In •.. and· deposit at any ·ofin Mott
_location for FRtE drawmg ·on· two Hondas-no

IT IS SURPRISING to find
such a closing line after losing
all hopes for an equallybalanced share of love and
sex. The latter is winning the
race today, and chances are it
will be the dominant element
tomorrow also.
Sex in the '60's is an easy to
read, interesting account that
really informs you. The book
sells for a dollar and i t will
give you plenty to think about,
in addition· to getting you off
those tiresome textbooks for a
while.
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Drawing to be held Ju~• 28, 196J
J'Need not be present to win.
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TAMPA

TAMPA

3 741 .E.
HILLSBORO AVE.
PHONE 23 7-394 5

10103 N.
FLORI DA AVE.
PHONE 935-3 154

1 119 w.
KENNEDY BLVD.
PHONE 253-318 3

LAKELAND
127 S. LAKE

ST. PETERSBURG
2392 9th St. N.

PARKER AVE.

PHONE 896-4648

CLEARWATE R
1409 s.
MISSOURI AVE,

PHONE 686-8 148

PHONE 446-305 3
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Fontana .· Residents
EnioY Varied Menu

Newsmakers
Moore ·Given State Grant
m: .Jack Bailey. Moore, associate professor ·.of· English,

Library Documents
Offer Information
'

•.

· was awarded a grant from the Bureau of Educatiortal and
Cultural Affai_rs of 'the Departz,nent of State, The grant will
· be used to lecture· in American and English literatur~ at
Although few students · are official papers. Mrs. Tiemann the economic influences of the
FoUfah _Bay College in_Sierra' Leone.
: aware . of it, the Government said, " I wonder if perhaps we war in Vietnam or the in· Documents· department in the shouldn't change the name to vestigation ·of the Pearl HarUSF l_ibrary has information 'Government Publications.' " bor attack , are very interfor the student to choose gian_t Easter egg cake was
By NANCY KRUK
on just' about everything from
Perhaps the most fascinat- esting reading.
prepared by the cafeteria in
from.
. making laws to raising guinea ing publication from the CenStaff Writer
The reason many students
Numerbus salad plates are celebration of Easter; and
Ward Hancock, former director of purch~sing in procure- . pigs.
sus Bureau is the Statistical
are
not aware ·of the materiFor all pin-thin men and displayed, including gelatin, recently Guest Week was ob- ment, has accepted a job as of February 1 with the State Board
" You can't imagine the Abstract, which gives an ov- als available in Government
women who lack a fairy ·god- cole slaw, cucumbers, noodle served, in the hopes that each
resident would bring a cam- : of Regents. He is the new Coordinator of Purchasing which was . multitude of things they erview of the year's most im- . Documents, she explained, is
mother to plump up their salad, and cottage cheese.
cover," said Mrs. Dorothy portant statistics. The library
bellies, Fontana Hall's cafeteThe . average Fontana stu- pus ·friend to Fontana Hall's . instituted to coordinate the purchasing' efforts of_the ·university Tiemann, in charge of Gov- has · these back to . the first that very few are filed .in the
main card catalog. They are
ria can fill your stomach and dent finds it difficult to pick cafeteria for a free dinner.
· system.
ernment Documents. "The one, published in 1878, said indexed separately in a file in
possibly become a substitute just one dessert, because so
,~ovenment . is interested in Mrs. Tiemann, and some of . the department, on the fourth
for faithful nutriment.
many are offered. Frosted.
. every phase of life and publish those early statistics are very floor. Also, they do not go by
Allen and O'Hara, who han- cakes and cookies, cherry,
amusing now.
· most •anything.
·
the Library of, Congress clasdles. the Fontana food service apple and peach p i e s,
Department of Health, Edu- sification system.
Unfortunately, the name
program, provides its resi- brownies,
an d
puddings
Government Do c ·u men ts cation, and Welfare publicadents with all kinds of goodies eclairs all are placed on the
The Monthly Catalog of
· makes students think the de- tions have information on disand entertainment opportuni- dessert rack at the same time.
United
States Public Docupartment contaips only such eases, mental retardation,
ties.
Ice cream, fudgesiclec;, popments list.s . all government
· things as the Constitution and and child care.
Students receive a wide sic)es,· . and occasionally ice
"Many education majors publications. Although they
menu variety, tastefully pre- cream sundaes decorate the
use the Education Office ma- are not all available in the
pared food, unlimited seconds, dessert menu.
,
terial," said Mrs. Tiemann. ·
and an active voice in the
BEVERAGES present addi· Publications from the Exec- original form, every publicaairtount and type of food · . tional choices to be made.
utive Office include the bud- tion listed in the Monthly Catavailable to them. ·Let's look Fontana caters to the wishes
get of the United States ·a nd alog is on microcard in the
into this (leeper:
of the students by ·' offering
the Catalog of Federal Assis- Government Documents detance Programs, . which tell partment.
THE OVERALL MENU whole milk, skim milk, coffee,
where the · money is coming
prepared by Bob Metzger, tea, hot chocolate, co 1 d
"Some of our older docufrom and how it is being used.
consists of many healthy and drinks, and four~ v~rieties of
Mrs. Tiemann said Govern, ments, especially the Congresdelectable main dishes. The juices.
Students are also free to fill
ment Documents has the Con- sional Record, Congressman
35 cooks and studen_t workers
ice
chests,
prepare
"sick
gressional Record beginning Sam Gibbons has obtained for
employed at the cafeteria prePolice!
for
ill
dormmates,
and
.
,
trays''
with the first (when it was us.'' Others had to be purpare such dishes as · pizza,
are supplied with· free bag · ·
Trouble!!
chased from out-of-print dealcalled Annals of Congress).
chicken, Swedish meatballs,
One phone call . . ,
Congressional hearings on ers.
spare ribs, pork chops, steam- lunches if classes interfere
Who to call?
subjects such as the report on
ship rounds, casseroles, and , with the cafeteria hours.
Entertainment has a 1 s o
The Deans of. Men and
Big Boys.
Women support students by
Steak is prepared twice . a been provided for thEf students . ·
advising them until proper
quarter, and a variety of sea- through the planning of Fon- :
tancl:'s social committee.
legal counsel is obtained.
fQOd products is served Special evenings are set
Their help consists of immediswordfish, perch, halibut, ~ad7
aside for themes such as Italate action in getting students
dock, and shrimp.
released from jail and conIn accordance with the Jew- iau Night and Corral Night.
The National League of
BUFFETS are given at
'tacting for them, experienced American Pen Women is
ish holidays, lox and bagels
least
once
or
twice
a
week;
attorneys.
.
are made available twice
sponsoring · the art exhibit
each quarter, and this month· the New Folk and the Virgin
Thi~ service is available to currently on view in CTR 108.
inatzos were distributed in Bagels entertained during the
all students regardless of the The League, composed of
j
5-6 :30 p.m. supper hour; a
honor of the Passover.
nature of the charge or viola~ and professional women in the
I
fashion show was p1esented in
/
tion.
creative arts, is exhibiting
IN ADDITION to . the main conjunction with the Roaring
'
Upon notification of either paintings and tapestries crea_t- .
...·•.-· ~-J \
dishes served at Fontana Twenties Homecoming theme;
Charles Wildy, dean of men,
· Hall, the salad and dessert Thanksgiving brought _a suUSF students relaxed on Crescent Hill waitKing." Approximately 200 viewers laughed, . or Margaret Fisher, dean of ed by members. The paintings
sidebars also create a variety perb - candlelight supper; a
ing for the w. c. Fields flick, "Poppy."
giggled, and guff_awed at the slapstick anwomen, their first action is to are ·framed and· include both
representational a n d nonFields' film was canceled at the last minthology _on the sile~it film i,ta.rs - Chaplin,
arrange for jail release. I£ rerepresentational works.
_u_te_,_su_bs_ti_tu_te_d__
by=-· _"_W_h_e_n_ Co
_m_e_dy
__w_a_s_ _La
_ ur
_e..,..l_an
_ d,..H
_a_rd
_y_,...,B~u_ste_r_K_ea
_. _,
to_n_.a_n_d_o_th
_ e_r_s_. _ · lease on recognizance, that is,
Opening date of the exhibit,
· the Dean signs an agreement originally scheduled for June
9303 - 56th St.
Ph. 988-2798
to guarantee .t hat the student 11, was delayed until June 20.
Special Bus for USF
will
appear
in
court
on
his
asFriday.
The
exhibit
closes
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
signed date, is impossible,
LEAVES for USF
they will contact a bonding
NORTHGATE
Administration Bldg. at
(
. agency of the st u1d en t's

Hancock Takes._BOR J.ob ·

Contact Deans
If Arrested,
Says Wildy·

Pen Women

Exhibit Opens

r

Fields Fliclc In Field · F_ails ~, ,

Terrace
Beauty Salon

VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE .
8:15 A.M.
.
Return Trip 4:30 P.M.

Birdsong M~;;;;·i~t"~
D I U.IOND MllltCHAJ(T&

er

A '.l(A!C A

..----~GO~DON~~---<i?
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BUY DIAMONDS LIKE THE EXPERTS DO
BY THE CARAT.WEIGHT. • • •

. Summer Activities Are ·
Varied Around Ca mp us

. . USF students are often so den~-. may 11se an. eighteen curricular acthqqes ,available
involved in their school work hole golf course just across . to USF students: ·Spend a day,
they don't investigate the the street.
or an afternoon, and fin_d out
number of activities available
There is no lack of extra- for yourself.
to them on a free day. A - -- - - - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - - : - - suggestion?
After obtaining a calendar
from the University center informa tion desk and a sports
bulletin from the Physical
Education Classroom Building, you can plan your aay.
_t
Friday morning you begin
your day by checking out a
bicycle at the Gymnasium
and majqng a tour of the
campus: Next you go to the
recreation area in the basement. of th~ University Center,
and play some pool with one
of the local hustlers. You lose
of course.

SET WITJ,t

½'

CARAT

Total diamond weight

$2 69°0

YOUR CHOICE

Exquisite ·4 diamond earrings . .. .. ." , ., : . : . , , .. , ... , . $269.00 pr.
Latest fashion 11 diamond ring .. . .. ,. : ......... . .. , . . .. $269.00
Brilliant 7 diamond bridal set . ... . . . . , ..... .. .... .. , . . • . $269.00
'Beautiful 7 diamond dinner ring , , . .. , . . ........ , . , .... ; $269.00
Masculine 10 diamond ma"n's ring . .. .. , . . . . .. , . , .. , . . . . $269.00
DIAMOND M ERCHA NTS _O F' AMER ICA

G~':IRR~:s
TERRACE PLAZA MALL

• NORTH GATE

• BRITTON PLAZA

You eat an early lunch and
return to the recreation ·area
to play Ping-Pong. Afterward
you go for a tennis partner.
Your search is unsuccessful
but . you end up playing basketball at the Gymnasium
with some friends. You then
eat supper, and walk over· to
the - Fine Arts-Humanities
· Building, where you watch the
weekly movie.
This was actually an un. eventful day in the world · of
campus extracurricular activities. There is a dance just
about every weekend. Band
concerts , plays, musical productions, and modern dance
pl'!rformances are all' scheduled for this quarter.
There are art exhibitions,
guest speakers, and a "Meet
the Author" series. Lessons in
bridge and photography are
offered every week, and stu-

ONLY THE BEST FOR U.S.F.!
Jack Paxton's 3rd
Op.en unt_il _1 A.M.

Phone

10124 Florida Ave.
10200-30th St.
909 W. Kennedy Blvd.

935-3985
935-8024
' 254-7461

Tampa's Finest ·a_nd Newest Sandwich Shops

Where Better Sandwiches are Made

CTR Craft Shop Teaches
Art Of -Sandal M·aking
Stop being bored with use- . in CTR 63 on Tuesday and
less things that cost mone"y Thursdays from 2:30 to 4 :30
· p.rri. and Saturdays from 1 to
and get nowhere.
6p.m.
·
For once, beat the economic
The cost is 50 · cents per
system of this country and
quar ter shop fee· and .the cost
pay next to nothing for ·some- . of the materials used.
.
thing valuable - pay $4:16 for
B·esides sandals, supplies
a pair of handmade sandals of
ale
a~ailable for leather pursany style, design, color and
es and wallets. Tliose are the
comfort.
standard . items, but you can
It is inexpensive because go mad and be the Van
you make them.
. Gogh of 1 e a t h e r c r a f t s.
The place is the Craft Shop Make leather whips, hand. cuffs , vests; saddles and saddlebags.
.

Drink Machine ·

· 1nstciUed For
'Better Service'
Last quarter at the snack
bar in the University Center a
self-service drink machine
was installed t o help speed up
service to the students. ·
William Hunt, director of
food services, said, "We hope
it will speed up service to the
students while allO\ving the
students to get the mixture of
drink they like."
Hunt feels the machine will
be successful as soon as the
student remembers to have
his money ready and ·to take
his drink with him. I£ it is a
succ_ess, it will be made permanent and similiar machines will I be installed in
other areas on campus to help
s~eed up the serving of coffee
and tea.
Asked if there were other
innovations planned, Hunt
said, "We have several ideas,
but presently they are only, in
the planning stage."
In questioning several students about the self-serving
machine, several comments
were: "My drink is flat." "I
don't know." " OK, I guess."
"It's handy." "I like it." And
"I didn't know there was
one."

:tf~·f~;::;:.e

~~eh~~~es~a~

The university has a list- of
local attorneys who have han',!lied -similar cour't cases· and
submits it to the student so he
may choose one to deffirjd
h.
· 1m.
The Dean will · then notify
the attorney and make ar. rangements with him to con•
· tact the student and start the .
proper actions.
Dean of Men Charles Wildy
· said that on- one occasion he
received a phone call at _2
a.m.- from . a student being
held at a local jail. He emphasized that USF's policy of irri. mediate action contrasts with
other universities' policy of
letting the student spend the
· night in jail. Wildy also em. phasized that the student s1:lects his attorney, not USF.
The Dean acts only as an initial contact to the attorney for
the student. All fees are arranged between the student
and his attorney.

ALLSTATE

SHOPPING
CENTER

Phone 932-4337
.,.

LOW COST.._AUTO -INSURANCE
· _/ · For Faculty and Sh~dents
-plusSR 22's filed.
Located Next to Kirby's Northgate

;:;=========;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;;;;;;;;;:;:;:;:;:;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::,-

AMERICA'S ORIGINAL JEANS • Since 1850

Betmaz
WESTERN WEAR

8702 NEBRASKA AVE.

The ORACLE WAS THERE ...

A dust covered pottery
wheel sits in one corner of the
Craft Shop awaiting the creative student, and for the ambitious, there is copper enameling.
The shop has been in operation for about a year, but few
students seem to know it exists. G_rieg Gultcher, the shop
instructor, said no prior· skill
or experience is needed, just
ambition.
F or students using the shop
for the first t ime, there are
red-lettered signs saying: "If
You Don't Know . . . Ask."

Deadline Passed
For Book Return
Try In August
Friday, June 21, was the
deadline for returning books
from Quarter IV-10 dropped
courses, to .. the University
Bookstore for a full refund.
The -deadline for · Quarter
IV-3a was-June 20.
Students who failed to meet
these dedlines should return
their books du·ring the University 13ookstore's Book BuyBack, August 21-23. Drop
slips, cash register receipts,
and student I.D. cards will be
necessary at that time for the
highest possible refund. •,Future book return dates are
July 11 for Quarter IV-3b and
Augsust 1 for Quarter IV-3c.

. . . TO LET YOU·KNOW.
IT'S OUR JOB!!
ANPA Pacemaker
AWARD-1967 ·

0

CLE

~

ACP All-American 1967-1968
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''.FASTEST ONE-THIRD MILE OVAL IN THE SOUTH"

THE ALL NEW
·A NEW CONCEPT IN RETREADING

3. BUFFING
To provide straight round treads, tires are buffed on in•
flated wheels to specific dimensions and shape. This
also assures proper adhesion of rubber and casing •••

1. RACE TRACK PROVEN

Tested for high speed durability
under maximum load. Assures
greater safety •••

2. EXTRA .WIDE
DEEP SLOTTED TREAD

37% wider than ordinary tires.
Puts mare rubber on the road for
safe sure handling, positive
skid control •••

3. WRAP AROUND TREAD -

1

4. BUILDING
Computerized construction with continuous extruded
rubber to assure '·smooth round tires and eliminate
chances of ·splice separations • ~ •

Instant steering response,
- greater cornerinq traction
and stability •••

4. CLASSIC SffilHG

Including soft, quiet, comfortable
ride •••

5. TREAD WEAR INDICATORS

To advise when tires are in need
of replacement •••

6. SENSATIONAL LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

*See Guarantee below •••

7. UNIROYAL TREAD RUBBER

Only the finest quality rubber
used to assure the longest
possible trouble-free mileage •••

If an OLIN MOTT TIRE CO. "CAT TRAK" should fail within the first 400/o of origil]al tread depth, because of defects or road hazard, replacement will be made
at no charge. Allowances thereafter will be made proportionate to remalninCJ tread depth at the then current Olin Mott Tire Co. retread prices •••

Repairable punctures alld abuse excepted, of course .••

Ask for full detai~ at any OLIN
5. CURJNG
Synchronized centerinq to give the straightest, smooth•
est treads possible. Tires cured under proper conditions
of time, temperahlre, and pressure •••

Mon TIRE CO. store.

ALL SIZES NOW AVAILABLE
.

'

..

.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
ON A, SET OF FOUR
'

6. QUALITY CONTROL
For your driving safety, all stages of production are
checked, assuring you of the finest retread possible •••

[(tJ
UNIROYAL

3741 E• .
Hillsboro Ave. .
Phone 237-3945

.

;''AMERICA'S MOST .MODERN
RETREADING FACTORY''

10103 N.
Florida Ave.
Phone 935-3154

1119 w.
Kennedy Blvd.
Phone 253-3183

127 S. Lake
Parker Ave.
Phone 686-8148

ST. PETERSBURG
2392 9th St. N.
Phone 896-4648

1409 s.
Missouri Ave.
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.U·pward Bollnd Arrives·

Chief Justice Torrence ·
Studies, PlaYs' Hard

I

..

,

By MARGIE SISK
Associate Editor

In a small area of a large
brick warehouse in Tampa is
a long assembly line. Mixed
in between stacks of canned
foods and sheets of metal are
ten men. As they work the
night shift in jeans I and tee
shirts, the neon lights shine on
their tattoos.

By JOHN GUGGENHEIM _
Staff Writer

Upward Bound is back on
campus again this summer!

A PAST commuter ~epresentative in the Student" Association Legisiaµu-e, his · new
position of Chief Justice will
provide him with opportunities to do more for the student
government and for the students themselves.

"AL .IS a: deep, thoughtful
person and he weighs his alternatives before he makes
any decisions.,I'm sure he will
carry these ideas into the student government position, and
his later life/' said one of his
fraternity brothers.

"~ Chief Justice, my, job
One of the men' seems
includes
interpreting the Conyounger than most, his wingtipped shoes, sta-press Levis, stitution of the Student Associbuttondown shirt 'and colle- ation, and as chairman of the
·giate hair style set him..,,a part Board of Discipline and Ap. peals I have the chance to
from the older men.
work for and protect the
Al Torrence is the young 1
rights of the students. I have
man ; He is also USF's new
also worked on the revision of
Chief Justice of Student Court
the ,rules, of procedureI for the
of Review and the Board of
courts,_" _Al said.
Discipline and Appeals.
Al'had very positive reasons
SPEAKING OF his job- at
fo~
wanting to be chosen as
the California Packing ComChief
Justice at USF.
pany, , 41 said, . "It's the best
paying job I could get," as he
, "I WOKED around at the
brushed his sandy blonde hair
other justices and felt that
out of his eyes.
they needed to be given direc"Besides, the people I work tion - direction in a positive
with are really interesting and manner. I have the drive and
different Do you realize that the desire to accomplish
most of the men I'm working something that I think the
with are supporting a wife other candidates for the job of
and two or three kids on the Chief Justice could not acsalary I'm trying to support complish."
myself Ori? It kind of shows
"I don't think the previous
what nothing more than a
high school education does to Chief Justice was familiar'
enough with the responsibliyou!'
ties as Chairman Qf the Board
.AJ is a pre,law major with of Discipline and Appeals.
hopes of going to Harvard for
graduate school. He eventual- , "A total ·lack of organization.
ly wants to go into interna- among the judicial branch
could be attributed to the
tional corporate law.
pre-occupation of the justices
Al has a 3.7 GPR and was with the writing of the Student
recently elected to Who's Who Bill of Rights. I feel that these
in America's Colleges and Uni- areas are important, yes, but
versities. He is a member of not to the exclusion of their
Gold Key, Omecron Beta duties."

"At home Al -is really
funny. At times he is even
silly," Carol spolfo of her
brother. u©ne day J turned
down the hall and there he
, was ·standing in the hallway
with just a towel on. · The
towel dropped and he · just
stood there and screamed."
Another of his fraternity
brothers said, ·"Al is particular about the way he dresses,
He is ·one of the best dressed
men in the frat~rnity and he

p_rides himself on his neatness
in times when many people
have become quite sloppy and
unkempt."
ALTHOp G~ AL s p e n d s
most. of his time studying, he
often takes time . off for special projects. A recent addition . to his home is a new
stereo he built himself. ·

Last su.91mer Al worked in
a resort in New Jersey.

AL .CRAN.DON PHILLIPS

a

HELPERS

"The work was hard; it's
seven days a week, but you
played as hard as you
worked. It was·really a worthwhile experience in , learning
how to;-live on your own."
ONE OF his favorite topics
of conversation is USF. AI
· spoke of the apparent apathy
on campus. "One of USF's
greatest problems is the apathy surrounding ~e university. Without any tradition, only
one political party and a large
commuter population it' is
hard for students to have allegiance to a school."

- "An overriding issue such
as the quarter system might
reach all the _students and get

. FLETCHER AT 30th ST.

For -A Really Great Pizza
SEE THE

A HU
TRYA
and
Your Favorite Domestic
or Imported Beverage
Order By Phone For Faster Service
·Allow Approximately 20 Minutes
\

NOW THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

8426 N. FLORIDA

Phone 93-5 .0512

3405 E. Hillsborough - Phone 238-1212
716 N. Dale Mabry • Phone 877-1912

deal with the student cotin-

Negro students m Bpward , ALL OF THE counselors sewrs and certafn o.f. the
Bound ate participating in the agreed when Mrs. McCormick
'J" One-.to-one" group sponsored said that "These students Upward Bound students
by Dr. Howard Gowen, associ- don't know how most middle- that have gone on to colate professor of humanities. class Americans live. They z
'Each student . is · assigned one -, feel it's out of their reach; ege and have come back
white student and one facul- Most of their pareQts feel they to work on the project.)
ty member in order to ac- i.;.;.;.;.;.;;;;;;;;;~,:-,:-,:-,:-,:-_-,:-,:-,:-~~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;_-~~~~~----_-;;;;_:;
quaint himself with the University.
"This group makes the stu. dent feel at home in · many
ways ranging from discussion
to interpretation to pyschodrama," Mrs. Johns said.
"This is something that is
much needed. A place to
belong, a face on campus, a
feeling of sympatico."

TERRACE

~e

'

regents and the whole state, is
apparent. This whole state
needs new active leadership
centering on real problems of
the ~educational system of
Florida."
\
Speaking of college ; "I
don't think that education can
be overly stressed. You can
have· fun and go/ o school but
don't be unfair to yourself.
Four years of hard work is
better than .40 years of manu-·
al labor. My job at the packing company showed this to
<
me."

'

8448 56th Street

·Offered Here

Starts July 12
/

The Center for Continuing .
Education will present Certified ·Public Accountant review program to assist can. · didates in preparing for the
Unifnrm Certified P u bl i c
Accountants Examination.
The program, instructed by
the Accounting faculty of the
USF C::ollege of Business Administration, includes sessions
on Accounting Practice, Accounting Theory, and Auditing. - _
A · total of 109 classroom
hours is required for all three
courses. The first course will
begin J uly 12, and continue
through November 2.
. All sessions will be held _at
the- USF School of Business
· Administration on consecutive
Fri~ay evenings_ and _Saturdays. The fee schedhle for all
three sessions is $150.

a

·

~

TEMPLE TERRACE
CUT RATE LIQUORS
Next To Pantry Pride

5326 Busch Blvd.

ENJOY G·ooD FOOD

. The others are enr.olled for
eight weeks in the pre-college
program to help their poor academic background and to
prepare them for University
level courses.
~
They are studying commun i c a ti o n s, mathematiC!s,
science, humanities, nature of
man, and physical edtic~tion.
THEIR ELECTIVE courses
include nursing, television
production, weight conditioning, aviation, photography,
sewing, personality development for girls, typing, life
saving and hobby shop.

let us
make your

·Mrs. McCormick kiddingly
said that they were acting
crazy like a parent that is, in
loco parentis. "We help them
out when they're in scrapes.
It is not just an eight to five
~ob." .

hair look
lovelier than
ever before!

'
. you . do in col'Everything
lege can be and should be
educational, if it isn't you've
let a lot slip by that can be
imp·ortant in later fife."
'd
f
Miss Earlene Dickey, chief
AL Is VICE-pres1 ent o
'
.
ll
Int · F t •ty C
il
d ., counse1or as we11 as co ege
er- ra erm . ounc an
counselor for the USF project
a _member of Sigma Nu frater- said, "Upward Bound on the
nrty.
USF campus is different, in
"As an officer in IFC I that we are one of the few
would like to urge every male groups that searches for a colstudent to look into the world lege to match the_individual."
of Greeks. ±t is the best way· I
"WE PLACED kids in colkno.w to combine scholastic leges from California to New
and social life. In a fraternity Hampshire to Miami. Some of
there is responsibility to the students were accepted to
grades and also many social as many as four or five colou.tlets, in the parties, sports,
leges."
etc."
She added that the students
" I think that fraternities are taught by the top teachers
play a big part in overcoming in the participating
six counth~ apathy of a college: They
ties. Eighty per cent of the
create-a great deal of interest
have _their master's
an allegiance to a university. teachers
degrees and three have their
."MY FRATERNITY has doctorate .
beeri one of the strongest in"If ever we had a motto it
fluences in my college career. would be to help the students
'to help themselves", said
"USF has earned a good acMiss Dickey. She continued,
ademic reputation in the past
/
f~w years. I would like to see
that reputation spread. This
can easi1y become an institution with a good faculty, · administration and stuqent body
that knows where the action
is. With this in mind I hope-to .
see USF becom·e one of the
top· schools in the nation."

I CPA. Program

and cut-rate liquors

·LJ·

TIDS PAST year the USF
Upward Bound placed stu-

\

Soft, Flattering
Curls set the
stage for a
Romantic New You!

-Ph. 988-7101

Coiffure_df! Roma
Open Mon., Tues., Sat. 9-5:30

TERRACE PLAZA

Wed., Thurs., Fri. 9.9

.Harry, lilies to

stayi:1ght on top
ofthings.

Dance Sl,af·ed

~

dents in 24 colleges, two pri- · should go ouf and get a job.
vate corporate training pro- Education is not part of their:
grams, -one technical school, lives."
and two adult vocational
When the students return to
schools.
their high schools in SeptemThe year before, counselorij
ber they will be served by a
placed 73 high school seniors residen"t counselor and a resiin 20 institutions.
dent · instructor fr.om the proMiss Dickey pointed out gram. There will also be a
that "the program is working. counselor to listen to any perWe 'have to put out and we
are putting out. These stu- sonal problems the students
dent are seeing a thrill in- the might have.
hope of the future and gaining
(Next week the series will
confidence in themselves.

At present 23 students in the
project are enrolled at USF
this quarter· They are study. ing behavioral science, functional English and mathemat.
\
!CS.
.
.
MRS. McCORMICK pointed
out that -once '(they hit the
college_door they are on their
own financially, although we
try to make sure they have financial -aid."

:· ..:

PIZZA SUPREME

MRS. MARYSOL Johns, another teacher-counselor. .said
that on Tuesdays and T-hurs•
aays the .group attends tp.eetings concerning community
relations and University -relations as well as stud~iit liber.
ties.
The student~ 'are also
going to .participate with the
other dorms in intramurals.

'

T h e program, · federally
funded through the Office of
them together. This -is where· Economic Opportunity, is designed to orient on the loraI
student government com·es in. leyel high school juniors and
"Students don't realize what seniors to a college environrepresentatives like Anderson . ment.
and _Tonkin have done in all
THE USF project is drawareas of student interest. Stu- ing students and teacherdent govemm_!:!nt is , maturing counselors from six counties:
Hillsborough, Pin~llas, Pasco,
- under the leadership of BarPolk, Manatee and Sarasota.
n~tt. I am sure that this next
Mrs. Marijo McCormick,
year will show greater' stuthe project director, said,
dent participation and inter"'We select our students for a
est."
I
number of reasons. Some
I
•
have
good grades and poor
"Apathy however, 1s not -retest
_
scores
while others have
stri(l,ted to this campus. Apa- the opposite. There are many
thy toward student problems broken homes (30 per cent
by -the state · legislature, the have only one parent) , some
students have no place to
study. Sometimes there is the
resentment of the parents bet~use of time spent on school
work, and some because they.
have adjusted ~ cademically
but not socially. ·
,

Al Relaxes After Wor.k.

"Education is ha.rd work, but it pays off
after four years," comment.ed AI.

"I enjoy well-play~d music,
so I read · the book and followed the instructions. It took
me about a week to comP.lete."

CAMPUS

There are 230 teenagers
from underprivileged families
residing in Beta •Hall in
eoordination with Project- UpW«Fd Bound. .

•
. Kappa, USF's
Al's friends all seem to have
Leadership
Fraternity, and Sigma Nu fra- a great . deal of respect for
__him.
_ternity. l ·

Wash Your Car at Crandon's 51Minute
Self Service.,Car Wash and "Al" will Give
you 25c to Wash Your Engine

"We are as strong as the
weakest link as long as we
have · untapped potential. We
are losing our chief resource
,~hich is people." -

-for Friday,
CTR Ballroom

I \

"Sir Michael and t h e
Sounds" will play for the band
. dance Friday evening at 9
o'clock in the University Center '(CTR) Ballroom. Admission will be 50 cents.
·
"Images of War," an exhi- ·
bition of war photographs
taken by the late Robert
Capa, will be on display in the
CTR Gallery Tuesday through
July 19. Capa, a photographer
for Life _magazine, was ·killed
in Vietnam while covering a
military patrol.
. A Bridge tournament will .

begin next Wednesday and
continue through ·the following
two ·Wednesdays. It will be
held in CTR 255 at 7 p.m.
Registration for the tournament is at the CTR information desk.
"The Great Locomotive
Chase," starring Fess Parker
and -Jeffrey Hunter, will be
shown Friday and Saturday at
7 :30 p.m: in Fine Arts HrimanitieA 101.

.
Like your bumper.

If you don't want to be ((it"
when some guy in a hurry starts play•
ing bumper tag, just siow down. He'll
probably go around you. Even if he
doesn't, you'll open up enough inter•
val between you and tj).e car ahead to
avoid a possible sudden stop and sock.
Whenever, wherever you drive
••• drive, defensively. Watch out·for
theother guy.· E;e may be in your
rearview mirror.

Watch out for the Other Guy.
1

~6'•·
~ "1B
Ou!lC.~

('Ublilhld to aava liV§ in cc0p1rati0n with Thi Advertisln1 Council a nd the Natlonal Safety Ccunci~
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